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Ex-GI Slain As He Attempts
To Halt 2 Brothers In Duel

Shapely Winner

Tri-State Defender
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2 Wives In
One Kitchen
Cause Row
Price 15c
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'Eisenhower
WouliveGraduatedBut Will Speak
Life SnuffedIn Flames on may 12
Disabled Vet

BATHING BEAUTY — Miss
Bonnie West. 1,7. of 2711 Enterprise, captured the local
Elks title of Bathing Beauty
Queen last week, and it is
quite easy to see why. The
curvaceous damsel is a student

at Melrose High school. In winning the honor she earned a
Knoxville, Tenn.,
trip to
where she competed on May
3 in a state-wide bathing beauty contest, sponsored by the
Elks.

Would Curb High Court

By M. L. REID
Five persons from the Tri-State
area will be among the 300 Negro leaders throughout the United
States who are expected to be
present at the Summit Conference
to be held at the Raleigh hotel
In Washington, D. C., on May 12
looking forward to his return.
and 13.
Mr. Woods arrived in Vicksburg
They are Dr. W. W. Gibson, dean
almost on schedule, tot there was
of heMoyne college: Lt. George
no cause to celebrate. The veteran
W. Lee, a businessman and poof World War II and the Korean
litical leader; Dr. James A. Colhome to be
War Was brought
ston, president of Knoxville col.
buried.
lege, at Knoxville; Dr. M. LaThe veteran was burned to death
fayette Harris, president of Phione week before he was schedullander-Smith college, at Little
ed to have graduated from the
Rock, Ark., and L. C. Bates, pubcheerful
fellow.
accordA
school.
lisher of the State-Press at Liting to a fellow student, Mr. Woods
tle Rock.
had left the school on Friday and
Along with others attending the
his last greeting was "What's the
conference, they will devote time
word'!" which was of course anto workshops in the fields of reswered. "Thunderbird."
ligion, politics, labor, education.
There was some speculation that
.,Thunderbird" might have been
and business, and will be seeking
a formula for national unity among
his undoing, but Mrs. Lilly PenNegroes in this country in atpica, with home he had lived for
taining full economic and constisome time at 1225 Springdale st.,
tutional freedom which has opensaid that she had seer him shorted up as a result of recent deWOODS
CHESTER
(See VET, Page 2)
cisions of the U. S. Supreme
Court,
President Dwight D. Eisenhower will deliver a significant address on the opening day of the
two-day sessions of The Summit
Conference of National Negro leaders in Raleigh Hotel, May 12 and
13. The President's acceptance a
the invitation extend, by the
A program celebrating the National Newspaper Publishers
fourth anniversary of the Supreme
(See EISENHOWER, Page)
Court's May 17, 1954, decision declaring segregation in the public
schools of the United States to be
unconstitutional will be given by
the local branch of the NAACP
at the Metropolitan Baptist church
on May 19, beginning at 3 p. m.
Speaking at the program, which
has been designated as Ladies'
Night, will be Mrs. Constance
A West Memphis woman who
B. Motley, an attorney, who is an
assistant to Thurgoot Marshall, threatened to kill her 64-year-old
friend with a pistol during
boy
NAACP
Legal
and director of the
a lovers' quarrel last Sunday was
and Education Fund.
Also scheduled to appear at the disarmed and slashed to death
meeting at which awards and reco- with a pocket knife.
gnition will be given to workers
Killed in the home of her boy
for outstanding service in the local friend was Miss Mary Miller, 45,
membership campaign held this who lived at 329 S. 15th st., in
!,„;
. Spring are Mrs. Ruby Hurley, West M mphis.
,
According to Capt. Parvin
NAACP Southeastern director; and
MRS. CONSTANCE B. MOTLEY
(See WOMAN, Page 2)
I
(See PROGRAM, Page 2)

A social party was supposed to have been held last
Monday in Vicksburg, Miss., for Chester Woods, a disabled
veteran. He was scheduled to have completed his course in
tailoring here at the Bodden and Company School of Tailoring on Sunday, and his sister, Mrs. Eloise W. Sims was
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Prexy Installed

Negroes,Lawyers
By LOUIS LAUTIHR

-

CornThe action of Republican members of the Senate Judiciary
mittee, in voting for one section of the Jenner bill limiting the jurisof
section
diction of the Supreme Court in one class of Cases, and one
disthe Butler "substitute" dealing with contempt of Congress, is

tressing.

The committee voted, 9 to 6„ for the amendment, sponsored by
Senator John Marshall Butler, Republican, of Maryland, which would
strip federal courts of jurisdiction to hear and determine issues involving a state law, rule or regulation pertaining to addmission to the
practice of law within the state.
The Justice Department has expressed doubt the constitutionally
of this amendment.
The NAACP has already alerted its branch offices of the
danger of the amendment and other action taken by the Eastland.
headed committee. The organization is asking each citizen to
write his congressman requesting that the anti-civil rights efforts
of the committee be defeated. Senator Estes Kefauver voted
against the amendment and should be congratulated. Let him
know you appreciate his action.
ANOTHER CASE
By another 9-to-6 vote, the committee approved a section of the
bill, sponsored by Senator William E. Jenner, Republican, of Indiana,
which gives Congressional committees the ultimate power to decide
whether the questions they ask of witnesses are pertinent to the
subject matter under inquiry.
The law as it stands say that witnesses before Congressional committees who do not answer pertinent questions are guilty of contempt
and may be punished with imprisonment up to a year and a fine up
to $1,000. The law does not say who shall deride what is pertinent.
A MENACE
The Supreme Court last year reversed the conviction of a man
named Watkins on the ground that the question he declined to answer
were not pertinent to the inquiry that was being conducted by the
House Un-American Activities Committee.
The Butler amendment provides that any question shall be
deemed to be pertinent if it is ruled pertinent by the committee conducting the hearing, and on any question of pertinency, the ruling of
the chairman shall stand unless reversed on appeal to the whole
committee.
Five Republicans and four Democrats made up the majority which
approved the first two sections of the Jenner-Butler bill.
In addition to Jenner and Butler, voting for these sections were
Senators Arthur V. Watkins, Utah; Everett M. Dirkson, Illinois;
Roman L. Hruska, Nebraska, Republicans, and chairman James
C. Eastland, Mississippi; Olin D. Johnson, South Carolina. John
McClellan, Arkansas; and Sam J. Ervin, North Carolina, Democrats.
It is to be noted that all four Democrats who voted for the
Jenner-Butler proposals are hitter opponents of civil rights and would
like nothing better to have Congress enact a law counteracting the
Supreme Court decision outlawing racial segregation in public education.
YOUR FRIENDS
Opposed to the Jenner-Butler proposals were two Republicans
— Senators Alexander Wiley. Wisconsin: and William Langer, North
Dakota — and three Democrats — Estes Kefauver, Tennessee;
Thomas C. Hennings, Missouri; and Joseph C. O'Mahoney, Wyoming.
The Attorney General, the American Bar association, most
deans of American law schools, and the NAACP are strongly opposed to the Jenner-Butler proposals.
Senator Hennings, who is leading the fight against the JennerButler proposals, called the action of the committee "most dis
more ging."
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN
"If enacted," he said, "this bill would deprive many American
citizens of their constitutional rights ''
If the right of the Supreme Court to hear appeals In one
class of cases can be limited, It can he limited in other classes.
The danger of the proposed legislation to colored people is
clear.
While it has not vet been proposed that Jurisdiction be withdrawn
}rem the Supreme Court in civil rights cases, southern members of
Congress may press for lefrisiatnre to make final and conclusive
the deelalon of state cellists in such matters.
THREAT TO I.AWYF.RS
The bill also contains a very definite threat to colored lawyers
who prosecute cases to end racial segregation in the public schools.
Legislatures of several southern states have already passed laws
aimed at such lawyers A committee of the Virginia General Assem-

(See JUDICIARY, Page 2)

Program To Celebrate
Ruling Of High Court

Woman With Gun
Disarmed And
Cut To Death

A PRESIDENT installed —
Dr. Stephen J. Wright was re.
cently installed as the seventh
president of Fisk university at
Nashville. Here Dr. Philip WIdenhouse, retiring chairman of
the Fisk university board of

trustees places school's medal.
lion around Dr. Wright's neck,
at left, symbolizing his Inauguration. Dr. Wright succeeds
the late Dr. Charles S. Johnson as president of the world.
famous institution. (Photo by
Gunter's Studio)

Food Poisoning
Hits 300 Pupils
JACKSON, Miss. — (INS) — An
Some of the victims were reestimated 300 grade school child- leased, but 50 children and, nine
ren and their teachers were strick- teachers remained overnight.
The severe cases reported to the
en with severe food poisoning
Monday night, believed caused by hospitals in a state of shock and
ham served in the school cafe- many were given glucose inections to replace lost body fluids.
teria for lunch.
A Jackson physician announced
More than 90 of the victims were
hospitalized while scores were that most of the attacks were
treated at home by family phy- severe, but lasted only for short
periods. He said, however, that it
sicians.
Samples of the food served at was luck parents noticed the symlunch consisted of ham, beans, ap- ptoms early enough to prevent
ples, and ice cream, were taken serious complications.
to a state health laboratory. A
report, however, will take about Ask For Guard In Flood
24 hours to complete.
SHREVEPORT, La. — (INS) —
A Jackson pedetrition estimated The Civil Defense director of the
that 75 children and 15 teachers flood threatened Red River parish
were admitted to Jackson hospi- in Louisiana, pleaded yesterday
tals, suffering from acute food for more aid and asked that the
poisioning.
'National Guard be called out.

Funeral services for Shelby
Webb, jr., who was accidertallY
shot to death last week when ht
attempt to intervene in a shots
gun•pistol duel between two brothers were held last Sunday at the
Qualls Funeral home.
Mr. Webb who lived at 354 S.
Front st , was shot in the hack
with a .12 gauge shotgun by Roostsvelt Bradley, who was firing at his
18-year-old bro.
th or,w asSolomon,
who
armed
and firing at him
with a pistol.
The dead man
was a veteran
of World War II,
and was employed at the Shell
service
station
at Highland ave.,
BRADLEY
and Summer at.
Roosevelt Bradley, who has been
released on bond, Was charged
with murder, according to homicide officials, and his brother Solo.
moo, who was also released on
bond, was charged with assault to
murder.
WIVES. ONE KITCHEN
According to witnesses, the
brothers' wives used the same
kitchen in the apartment house at
354 S. Front st., and whoa the
Younger man's wife failed to. clean
up after using it, Roosevelt spoke
to her about it.
The woman later complained to
her husband, Solomon, and he
came down with a pistol, ever&
Mg to Mrs. Bradley, and' stuck
the weapon in her husband's face,
and told him that if he said anything else to his wife, Betty, about
the kitchen, he would kill him.
As he returned to the second
floor, Roosevelt got a shotgun, and
the two started firing at each otk.,
tr.
Mr. Webb. who was married to
the brother's cousin. Mrs. Mabel
Webb, went up into the second
floor corridor, and tried to get the
men to stop the firing, and Was
struck in the back.
After seeing the victim fall at
the top of the stairs Solomon jumped through a screen in a second(See TWO WIVES, Page 2)

Premiere Aids
High Schools,
Handy Memorial
Six Memphis Negro high sehoola
received $.50 each for their athletic
departments, and the Handy Memorial Fund was enriched by $100
as a result of the Memphis premiere of the "St. Louis Blues,"
sponsored by the Alpha Delta chapter of Alpha Gamma Chi sorority.
An additional check for $0 WAS
contributed to the Handy Mgr:Meal
Fund through the sorority's Alpha
Delta chapter by the management
of the New Daisy theater.

A. M. Walker On
Planning Board
A. Maceo Walker, presicient al
Universal Life Insurance c0..,
elected to the Health and Welfare
Planning Council Board of Mem.
phis and Shelby county recently.
He fills a vacancy on the board
until the next annual meeting
Elected also to fill a vacancy
was Samuel B. Hollis, administrative assistant to Mayor Edninnd
Orgill,

Three-Day State Hi-Y Conference Well Attended

t''

01-1' CONFERENCE — "Do
We Dare Be Christians,' was
the theme of the Tennessee
State HI-Y. 'Trill-Y Conference
held from May 2 through

May 4 in Memphis at Abe
Scharff branch of the YM('A.
Pictured here with delegates,
are sealed, at extreme left,
Fred Joseph, executive seers

tary of the host YMCA, and
next to him, Prof. J. D.
Springer, principal of Doug
lass High school. Seen seated

fifth from left is Sanford T.
Ramsey, executiye secretary of
the Baranco-Clark branch of
the YMCA In Baton Rouge,

who delivered the keynote ad.
dress at the banquet held in
the dining room of the Universal Life Insurance compaay

last Friday night. The conference was concluded with an
early breakfast on soviet
morning. (Photo by WItIMMI)
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Seek Congressional Action To Curb Terrorists
Javits Calls For Law
To HaltBombings Now
By LOUIS LAUTIER

WASHINGTON, D. C.—(NNPA)—The FBI is investigating the bombing of a Jewish center and a colored school
in Jacksonville, Fla., Monday.
Disclosure of the FBI investigation was made by
Senator Jacob K. Javits, Republican, of New York, in a
statement urging immediate congressional action to curb violence sters and hoodlums to blow up
and terrorism.
schools and synagogues in our
Toe FRI had been urged to southern States. It is interstate
ey
a
'Investigate the bombings
in character, covering thus far
number of individuals and or- Florida, Alabama and Tennessee."
ganizations, including Representa- SERIES OF ,BOMBINGS
tive Emanuel Celler, of New York,
Mr. Celler pointed out that a
chairman of the House Judiciary short time ago there was a series
Committee; the American Jew- of similar bombings in Nashville,
ish Committee, and the Florida Tenn., where Jewish temples and
Department Commander of the colored schools were the targets.
Jewish War Veterans.
"In Nashville, as in Birmingham
THIRD OUTBREAK
and Jacksonville; the • criminals
Members of a group called "The are still undetected," Mr. Celler
Confederate Underground" were wrote, adding:
said to be responsible for the
"A vigorous inquiry and search
outbreak, the third such in the should ensue by the Federal BuSouth this year.
reau of Investigation under your
ARCHITECTURAL CONFAB
yin L. McKissack, center,
over the school's $12 million
In Birmingham, Ala., a fuse charge. Local police cannot cope
team, and Coach Edward S.
BEAMING WITH PRIDE alTigerbelles topped Tuskegee in
president of the top-ranking
plant. The visitor was in' this
—The subject, of course, is arcMonday and prevented with the situation. They cannot
went
out
Temple, as Miss Daniels acter a clean sweep in the Fourth
a mud-splattering duel 62 to
Nashville architectural firm,
country to confer with the
hitecture as L. Quincy Jackthe explosion of 54 sticks of dyna- cross state lines.
cepts trophy on behalf of
Tennessee State Relays are
26, after Grambling and Alaand Rev. Jean Baptiste GeorMcKissack firm regarding the
son, head of architectural enmite at Temple Beth-El,
TELEPHONE CALLS
her teammates from C. J.
Miss Isabelle Daniels, captain
bama failed to show for the
construction of several buildgineering at Tennessee A and
ges, Haiti's secretary of state
Senator Javits called the Jack"Secret telephone calls accomof the Tennessee A and I State
Kincaide, Tennessee's assistant
Relays recently. (Photo by
for education get together on
I university, at left, and Calings for the University of Haisonville bombings, the discovery panying the bombings indicate the
university Tigerbelles relay
athletic director, at right. The
Clanton In)
ti. (Photo by Clanton III)
the Nashville campus to look
of the dynamite in the Birming- culprits as part of a "Confederate
ham synagogue, and the threats of Underground." As a warning and
the "Confederate Underground" as a preventative against the
a "continuation of similar happen- spread of this menace your interings ,n the past."
vention is essential."
NOT COINCIDENTAL
Harry Cohen of Miami Beach,
bly has conducted an investigation of their activities, looking toward
(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued Froir Page I)
They are not isolated incidents,
(Continued From Page 1)
the Florida Department Comtheir disbarment.
Approximately 35 Negroes will
he
said,
"but
are
part
of
a
pattern
Unefer one of the Butler amendments the decisions of the state ly before he died, and that he was1 of intimidation and coercion of mander of the Jewish War Veter- be jobless as a result of the dos- Association, sponsors of the meet, Miss Lois Baldwin, director of the
t drunk at the
ans, Tuesday declared that the
courts in disbarment proceedings would be final and a lawyer,
ing of Ford's Riverside plant in was confirmed last week by E. organization's youth chapters.
Mr. Woods was burned to death those who would obey, or even Jacksonville bombing episode
whose right to due process of law and the equal protection of the
Frederick Morrow, White House HER BACKGROUND
oppose,
the
Memphis.
not
law
of
the
land
"seems to be part and parcel of
law had been trampled upon, could not go into Federal courts to In a two-room shack in the rear on integration
The main speaker, Mrs. Motley,
in the
public
All of them Were employed as aide.
2135 Marbleof
St., and it is asan interstate underground that is
have the Federal constitutional question determined.
The appearance of the President received her bachelor of arts deporters in the plant.
schools"
using the integration issue as a
The right to appeal to a distinterested court should be protected, sumed that he set the bed on
opengree in economics from New
A total of 992 salaried and hour- will come as a climax to the
The threats, Senator Javits point- front for sowing seeds of bigotry
fire while smoking. No one else
not denied.
wage earners will lose their jobs. ing day luncheon for the influ- York university, and her law dee
lived in the building at the time, ed out, are directed not only and hate in the Ur.ited States.
NAACP MESSAGE
regwho
have
gree
from the Columbia university
leaders
WHAT TO DO
'
according to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene against those directly affected by
Mr. Cohen demanded that the Eleven of these porters were laid ential Negro
Roy Wilkins, executive secreelf a Senator from your state' Ferrell, who lived in the front bombings, but "against all who FBI publicly enter the case to off three weeks ago and the others istered for the two days of In- School of Law.
tary of the NAACP last week sent is in the above list as a member
While still a law student, Mrs
would oppose, or would even eeem bolster local law enforcement ag- were notified Monday that the tensive workshop sessidns aimed
house, and owned the place.
the following message to branch of the Judiciary committee
national unity Motley began her work with th
plant would be dosing June 6.
at developing
refusal encies.
On the morning of the day he to oppose, the continued
offices of the organization to be write him. If he vcted wrongplease
in
all
sec(that
Officials
were
leadership
scheduled
to
aramong
Negro
rights''
to
organization
as law clerk, and wa
their constitutional
'STATE OF CHAOS'
forwarded to churches, civic and is, for the amendment,) tell him died, Mrs. Peoples said that Mr. of
rive in Memphis Wednesday to ticns of the nation in meeting cri- later promoted to the position
Woods came around to her place colored people.
"We cannot allow a state of
social groups:
how this amendment would hurt
He said he was sure that every chaos to reign on the American confer with persons who will be tical problems arising out of the legal research assistant, befor
• "The Buller amendment (and Negro civil rights cases and make and picked up a chicken that he
out of work as a result of the Ford recent U. S. Supreme Court deci. being made assistant counsel.
.the whole Jenner Bill) is a danger- it easy for the states to bar law- was supposed to have cooked for Senator, "regardless of his views scene," Commander Cohen said. company's decision.
sions on voting and school inteAs assistant counsel to t
on the question of public school "We must conclude that the four
OU8 threat to the protection of yers who act in civil rights cases. their dinner. Around a half hour,
gration.
Defense Fund, she specializ
civil rights and, if adopted, would If he voted right (that is, against later, she said, she heard the fire integration, must be saddened by bombings within six weeks in threel
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
manifestations of terror and law- different communities Indicate ain cases involving discriminaC
seriously damage the struggle of the amendment,) write and thank department go around the corner,
William 0. Walker, president 'of in housing. and in segregation
Negro citizens to accrue their con- him and ask him to continue to and she went around to see if it lessness in our home communi- coordin ated criminal effort." ee l
the Publisher's group, who will de- public schools in Northern col
ties."
stitutional rights through appeals vote against any curb on the Su- were at his place.
Mn. Cohen praised the efforts of
liver the keynote address as the munities. She has participated •
to the Supreme Court. The amend- preme Court. No matter where She ran around the earner and URGES ACTION
the Miami police and Sherift's DeTo dispel the atmosphere creat- partment in trying to
Though a veteran of the concert sessions get underway on Monday several major school segregati
rnents were endorsed by all you live you might write Sena- and she said that when she arrived
uncover the
morning, May 12, reports enthusi- cases and many other NAAC
Southern Senators on the Corn- tor Kefauver and thank him for firemen were pouring water on the ed by the series of events, Sen- perpetrators of the bombings of a stabes around the world, Roland
response and spirited en- sponsored cases.
mittec except Senator Kefauver of voting against the amendment.
building unaware that anyone was ator Javits urged:
Miami synagogue last month, but Hayes. who will appear in Bruce astic
1. Immediate confirmation of
Hall at LeMoyne college on Friday dorsement from scores of outTennessee.
It may not influence their inside. When the \ idira V. as Gordon M. Tiffany as staff direct- said the local authorities were baf. evening, May 9, at S p. m., is standing Negro leaders who have
fled because all clues were wiped
"If the Congress should pass vote, but it would not hurt to let brought out of the structure, he or of the Civil
Rights Commission out by the blast.
still considered "a spellbinder" been invited to attend as worklegislation which hamstrings the the four Deep South Democrats was burned beyond recognition. and
of
W.
Wilson
White
as
Assistshop participants.
The Jewish War Veterans Na- by knowing music critics.
Supreme Court, the help we re- know how you feel en this matter." DISCHARGE PAPERS
A. Philip Randolph, InternationMr. Hayes is being presented
His army discharge papers were ant Attorney General in charge tional Headquarters is asking
ceive from it will be sharply re- ''If the Senator from your state
of the Civil Rights Division in
of
all posts and auxiliaries to con- here this week under the auspices al President Brotherhood
duced,
is not on the above committee, badly burned. but they were still the Justice Department.
(Continued From Page 1)
tribute to a nationwide reward of the Baptist Industrial college Sleeping Car Porters, called toe
"One of the amendments adopt_ write him anyway expressing legible and showed that he had
2. Immediate amendment of exMiss. meeting "timely, and the program mines, of the West Memphis polic
ed April 21 would prohibit the Su. your objection to the Butler reenlisted in the service in 1946. isting Federal criminal law by fund to be offered to persons who and seminary of Hernando,
department, Sylvester Noah tel
The singer has thrilled people significant."
prelim Court from reviewing any amtndment and to the whole bad served in the Korean war passage of the bill he has give information leading to the
cases involving state regulations Jenner Bill which is designed to where he received a Bronze Star introduced, which provides that arrest and conviction of the crimi- of America and many foreign "Roy Wilkins, executive secre- them that the woman came to his
nals.
lands with his tenor voice, and tary of the National Association room at 323 S. 12th se, on Suncurb the U. S. Supreme Court. for battle participation, and a
for membership in the bar,
whoever, alone or in Conspiracy ASKS FBI AID
has long been hailed as one of for the Advancement of Colored day morning, and during a quarAsk your Senators to oppose the United Nations campaig's rib'MOST SERIOUS'
with
others,
by
threats, force, or
The American Jewish Commit- the greatest artists of all times.
People, wrote "I know the meet- rel drew a pistol and threatened
"This is most serious, as a single Jenner Bill and the Butler Amend- bon.
intimidation,
prevents
or
attempts
Mr. Ferrell said that the man
tee Monday asked for an FBI into shoot him.
ing will be a great success."
example will show. If a Southern ment and to leave the Supreme
to
prevent
a
Federal
officer,
investigation into the recent bomb- ported injured. One blast broke
Lester B. Granger, executive diHe aid that he "wrestled the
legislature should pass a law to Court free to protect the people had come by his home, and just
cluding
a
judge,
from
carrying
ings in the South.
disbar any lawyer who handled a whom some of the states will before going to the place in the out his
the rear windows of the Jewish rector of the National Urban gun" away from the woman, took
duties or threatens to inrear
had
asked
his
wife
to
lend
The committee made its request center, buckled the metal side of League, though scheduled to ad- a knife from his pocket, and cut
case which challenged segrcga- not protect."
him a dollar, and that after she jure him because he has already in a telegram to Attorney General a nearby garage and cracked win- dress the National Conference of her throat.
tion, and if the state courts should WHERE TO WRITE
done
so
shall
be
fined
$5,000
or
that
he
gave
it
to
him
he
said
Rogers.
The telegram said that
"The address of all Senators in
According to Capt. Romines, Nouphold this state law, so appeal
Social Welfare in Chicago during
imprisoned for six years or both. In recent months there had been dows in an apartment house. Damah was making preparations to
could be taken to the United Senate Office Building, Washing.' was going out and get some cigarThis bill is pending in the Senate "five bombings or attempted age at the school was estimated its sessions May 10 through 15.
a
drink.
ettes
and
ton,
D.
C."
leave
town when they received a
States Supreme Court.
at $2,000.
has arranged to make a special
Judiciary Committee.
bombings of. schools and syna- PHONES NEWSPAPER
Not only write in the name.
"We do not have to Imagine
flight from Chicago to participate call regarding the incident, and
WHY
DELAY?
gogues"
went by and made the arrest.
such a case. Vircfnia already has of your organization, but get in- er that some reports had teen
Shortly after the blasts, a man in the deliberations.
-Would we delay for so long the
Irving M. Engel, president of telephoned a former newspaper
On Monday morning he appear.
passed a law wee.di forbids law- dividuals to write. Take time to printed that he had gone oat to
BISHOP GREENE
marshalling
of
our
forces
to
brought
the
comthe
building
and
had
the cemmittee, said the series of man and said: "This is The Coned in court admitted killing kliss
yers to handle race relations cases explain this matter to at least
Senior
bat
any
Bishop
S.
L.
enemy
from
Greene
oh
without?"
place,
but
that
out
of
the
_man
bombings "clearly indicates a con- federate Underground. We have
Miller was charged with murder,
unless these are paid for only by 20 individuals and get Clein to
Senator Javits asked.
certed course of criminal action just blown tip a Jewish center of the African Methodist Episcopal and scheduled to be tried in cirthe plaintiff or a blood relative, write their own letters to the such infor nation was erroneous.
church
"Neither,
then,
on
him,"
should
we
wrote:
put
my
hands
"I
didn't
delay
Senators.
Get
other
on
an
organizations
interstate scale and points integration. Every segregationist
cuit Court in September.
If the NAACP or any person or
the marshalling of our forces to to
"I want . . . to congratulate you
the existence of a conspiracy in the South must go fret. All
Funeral arrangements for Miss
group outside the blood relatives to write — churches, clubs, labor ne sal .
Sallie Taylor, combat an enemy from within — which warrarts an immediate
neighbor,
Mrs.
upon
A
that
most
brilliant
idea
for
unions.
etc.
See
your
leaders
of
Miller were incomplete at press
helps pay for the case, the lawyer
F. integration must stop. Jews will
St., said bigotry erupting from violence and B. I. investigation."
will lose his license. Although both parties, local, county or state who lives at 2145 Marble
not be allowed in Florida, except a summit conference of leaders in- time. Her body was carried to the
din- terrorism. Those who perpetrate MINUTES APART
a Montague Funeral home.
the Virginia law has been thrown (or write them) and let them that she was the first one to
in Miami Beach. Jews outside of terested in Negro progress .
she had I these incidents are — witting or
In the Jacksonville bombings, the Miami Beach will die. This Gen- meeting under the guidance of perOut by a Federal court, other know of your opposition to this cover the blaze, and that
unwitting
de—
in
fire
effect
a
fifth
colbrother
to
call
the
her
sons of such constructive, diversi- responsible for the issuance of inbombs, believed made of nitro- eral Ponce de Leon.''
states could legislate in this man- bill to curb the Supreme Court."
umn for disorder and anarchy."
partment.
glycerin, were hurled within a perSimilar telephone calls were re- fied and acknowledged capabilities vitations to 676 persons from 29
ner, Other Southern states have
In a letter to Attorney General
SENT HER SON
iod of three Of four minutes at ceived earlier this year after the is certain to command proper al • states and two foreign countries.
indicated they will make their
She said that she sent her son I William P. Rogers, Mr. Celler said the synagogue and the school,
own interpretation of "barratry"
bombings of Jewish buildings in tention nationally and otherwise." WORKSHOP SESSIONS
to the home of the Ferrell, to tell "There is a conspiracy of gang. which are miles apart_
Similar approval of the c cer.
In the cases where lawyers handle
Miami and Nashville.
Hotel reservations and con2erthem that the place was afire. and
One bomb struck the rear of the
In Birmingham, the explosives once alme is arriving with each ence site arrangements are m
civil rights lawsuits. There is no
that someone had said, "There's Woods is survived by two other combination synagouge and
doubt that they intend to try to,
com- were discovered beside the Tem- mail from acknowledged Negro charge of Mrs. Thomasina W. Nor(Continued From Page 1)
a man out there."
sisters, Mrs. Maitre Mae Billing. munity center in an old residential ple Beth-El by James Pruitt, leaders in business, education, sopunish lawyers who handle seichl
ford, special Administrative AsAfter an investigation of the mie- er, of Compton, Calif.; and Mrs. section of the city. The other exsuits.
the janitor, after the 25-foot fuse cial welfare, health, religion and sistant to the NNPA
story window and landed in a hap, the coroner, Dr. J. Robert
president,
Falvia Fitch. of El Paso, Tex.; ploded in the arcade entrance of had burned to within 18 inches. politics.
WOULD CUT OFF APPEAL
tree.
who established Washington head.
teabeaut 11, ruled that the victim's and two brothers, Tom, of Comp- the James Weldon Johnson Junior
"If such states do punish lawyers
The dynamite sticks. in a satchel
The committee of publishers fn quarters at Raleigh
Mrs. Webb. who said that she death was
Hotel on Ma:
accidental.
ton, Calif. and Robert, of Mem- High school.
had enough power to blow up the charge of the program has been 1.
by withdrawing their licenses to, was in her apartment sleep when In
addition to Mrs. Sims, Mr. phis.
The police said no one was re- entire building.
practice. and if the Butler amend- the incident occurred, said that
ment should pass. no appeal could she went to the to of the stairs
be taken to the United States Su- where her husband lay, and then
preme Court.
rap back down to telephone for an
"Most civil rights cases would ambulance.
be stopped dead in their tracks,
"Roosevelt," she said, "came
on the state level — and you into my
apartment
and said,
know what is in Mississippi, Ala- 'Don't call the police. Mabel. I
barna, Ceorgia, etc.
didn't aim to shoot Shelby.'"
'MUST NOT PASS'
Mr. Webb was carried to John
This amendment, if finally Gaston hospital where he was pro.
adopted, could place civil rights nounced dead on arrival.
lawyers at the mercy of most of
Officiating at services on Sun.
REGISTRATION — 9:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M. - JUNE 6
the Southern states,
day for Mr. Webb was Rev. 0. C.
"The Butler amendments and Collins, pastor of the Progressive
CLASSES BEGIN — 8:00 A.M. - JUNE 7
the Jenner Bill must not pass' We Baptist church on Vance ave.
cannot give up the protection of an
Interment with full military honProspective students are urged to write the
registrar,
appeal to the Supreme Court must ors followed on Monday in Nation'
indicating courses that they would like to have offerNOT be curbed
al cemetery.

Judiciary
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LeMoyne College
1958 SUMMER SESSION
June 6 - July 12, 1958

Ii

ed in the Summer session.

Memphis favorite for
9 straight years....

DARK EYES VODKA
lOS as SO PROOF INSTPAID ROM lax GltAiN NEUTRAL
SPIRITS • PRODUCT 055 5.5 • CLEAR SPRING
INSTILLING CO thrum e4 JAMES & 51511 DISTIU.INS
110. MUMMA T. KEN T

SPECIAL
Non - credit courses for June high school graduates
who may feel the need of intensive preparation in
mathematics and English for college admission will
be offered.
Address All Inquiries to:
DIRECTOR SUMMER SESSION
IN JAZ,. FESTIVAL — Ap•
nearing recently as neat artists in a "Mostah's Little Jazz
Festival" like the one to be pro-

duced on May 11 at the Flamingo room were Ontie Horne.
a pianist, who Is assistant secretary of the Union Protective

insurance company, at left:
and Prof. Emerson Able, at
right. blowing saxophone, who
is band director at Manassas

High school They were backed
up by the orchestra of Gin"
"Bowlegs" Miller and his
Prof. A. C. "Moohah" Williams
produced the show.

LeMoyne College — Memphis 6, Tenn.
OR PHONE

WH 8-6626

Orl
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THE SAFEST WAREHOUSE
The Memphis warehouse
of Kroger company won the
1957 national safety contest
sponsored by the organization
and a banquet was gken for
the employee-a at Cuirie'i Club

Tropicana last Saturday night.
In photo at left, holding the
plaque, from left, are Resnor Ezell, longtime employee
of the company; Roger Bear,
safety director of the cont.
pany; and S. E. Hungerford,

vice president and general
Mc mphis
manager of the
branch. In center photo are
seen employees holding cards
and pins which they received
as members of the winning
warehouse. Seated from left

are William Sanders Thad
Collins, William spencer, Res.
nor Ezell, Edward I.. Campbell, James Collins, Cleve Cop.
page, and Andrew Alexander.
are
Standing, same miler
Harry King, Thomas Phillips,

Rice. From left In third row
are pictured Jimmy K i n g,
George White, Lennie Smith,
Williams McKinney and James
Hanson. In photo at right are
seen women employees who

Eugene Jordan, George Coleman, James Edwards, James
Bridges, Willie Glover, Luther
Thompson, Clifton Faulkner,
James Carpenter, Horace Denton, B. T. Banks, and Edward

also received cards and pins.
Seated from left are Mrs.
Olivette S'easley, Mrs. Rose
Edwards, Mrs. Cora L. Spencer, and Mrs. Theola Mann.
Standing, same order, are
Mrs. Esther H. Bevely, Mrs.

Fannie Mae Dye, Miss Bernice
Jackson, Mrs. Ise Coppage,
Mrs. Reno Low, Mrs. Azalia
Harbin, and Mrs. Mildred
Gardner.
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A banquet was given last Satur- other warehouses throughout the
day evening at Curries Club Tropi-' United States, and Mr. Bear said
cana by the Kroger company for that the local workers had made
warehouse workers who helped great strides over last year's recthe local division win the com- ord to sapture the plaque.
pany's national safety award for
Last year, he said, Memphis was
1957.
nowhere near the top so far as
Cards of appreciation and safe- a safety record was concerned
1957 was the fourth year in which
ty award pins were given to nearly 150 men and women 'employ-L warehouses throughout the counecs of the local division by S. E. try nave competed for the safety
liungerford, vise president and award. It was won by Pittsburgh
the first two years, and it MUSS'
eirphis dirision
Other Kroger officials present to captured by Wichita, Kans., last
assist in the award program year.
were A. W. Allred, general foreThe plaque will remain here durman: Gordon BonneII. advertising ing 1958, and Memphis will permanager; Arnold Hirsch, ware- manently be inscribed on it. If
house superintendent; and Roger the Memphis Kroger division's
Bear, safety director for the local safety record is surpsssed by andivision.
other group this year, the plaque'
Competition for the safely plaque will be shipped to that branch at
sips maintained by more than 24 the end of the year.

41;

Live In

ORANGE

MOUND

2752 SPOTTSWOOD
TOO Brd-Roorn Duplex - Brick - Tile
Batts

PH. MU 14056 or OL 3-1636

tor is swept to the heart of Central
Africa as it was 100 years ago and
finds himself in the disturbing atmosphere of primitive life.
Bush fires, tornadoes, warring
tribes—is in this setting, both
grandiose and terrifying, that he
accompanies Henry M. Stanley
and the first explorers through
what was then called "the mysterious continent."
He relives the principal episodes
which brought the Congo out of
prehistoric darkness into the light
of civilization.
He views the Battle of the Rail,
the fight against slavery, the discovery of the vast mineral wealth
in Katainga, the creation of the
National Parks, and other events.
In other words, he relieves the
moments of Congo history.
It is utterly impossible to describe in detail how these multiple
effects, which from intense drama
to fairyland enchantment with
bewildering speed, were obtained.
Here, however, is some idea of
how it was done:
There were three screens, four
giant changeable maps equipped
with several thousands of electric
bulbs, four movable, illuminated
stage - settings a stereophonic
sound equipment, apparatus for
sound effects, and other material.
The story runs true to history,
and all the photographic and cinematographic documents are said
to be authentic. They were taken
from official records, furnished to
a large extent by the Information
and Public Relations Office of the
--

and good of the
CHICAGO — Colleges have a, public welfare
community."
edufor
property
acquire
right to
Since the university's medical
cational needs through condemn- school was the only one that existT.I
ation proceedings, according to
ed in Kentucky offering a medi_.._ MILDER BOURBON
E. Blackwell, of Washington uni- cal degree, it was decided that,
me
versity in St. Louis.
the acquisition of the property was! knwrk,
sir
6 Yrs Old)
sorobop
co.,8,8648:,r1.
848
Writing in the current issue of not only beneficial to th city, but 86 pr.,
"College and University Business," also to the state.
In the case cited to show the _
he says, ''We may conclude that
endowed colleges and oniversities, rights of an endowed college, the
as well as those publicly support- University of Southern California
ed and controlled, possess the needed additional land for the
right of eninent domair as long proper landscspmg of its library,
as they stand ready to serve the and requested the power to seize
STARTS TODAY
the property at a judically deterpublic without discrimination.
"Such, at least,' he said, "is mined valuation.
the
and
The power was granted,
the present opinion of courts of
California and the Federal govern- original owner carried the case
all the way to the Supreme Court.
ment."
eminent do
Citing the case of Craddock ver- The school's right of
sus the University of Louisville, main was affirmed.
in which a private individual attempted to block the acquisition
of a site for the school to build
a hospital, the final opinion was
that, "where private opinion was
perform duties which are in the
public nature, it is not only expedient for such corporations to
have power of eminent domain,
HUMBOLDT — The Strawberry
it is absolutely necessary for the
Jubilee, under the direction of a
STARRING
special committee is being held
this week from May 5 through 10,
and a carnival has been erected
on the grounds near the Stigall
gymnasium.
Friday night, May 9, has been
WINK
designated as "Strawberry Jubillee Night" by the Elks, and Al
Jackson and his band will he furnishing the music. Special numbers
ROY
will be dedicated to the queens of
each high school in surrounding
counties and in Humboldt.
The Jubilee will be climaxed on
DELLA
Saturday night by the selection of!
a king and queen, and many prizes will be offered to the winners.
All contestants will receive gifts.
Playing for the Saturday night
affair will be the band of StigalL
High school. Proceeds from the'
jubilee will go to the Gillispie Kindergarten school.

WORLD
PREMIERE!

Belgians Present Congo
Scene At Brussels Fair
' BRUSSELS (NNPA) — In the
center of the Belgian Congo and
Ruanda-Urundi section, which is
one of the most important Belgian
ilLarticipations of the Brussels
'orld's Fair, a large hall seating
200 people has been installed in the
main pavilion in order to present
"Congorama," a unique show.
"Congorama," a title derived
from Congo and panorama. is R
historic resume of three quarters
of a century of Belgium's presence in Central Africa.
Although the theme in itself may
not seem at first particularly original, the fact that an attempt
has been made to condense 75
years of history into 30 minutes is
an astonishing feat.
The show has only made use of
the usual familiar methods and
devices — sound. lighting, film,
scenery, and animated map, lantern slides, and so on.
The unusual character of this
performance is, however, in the
simultaneous functioning of these
various means.
This has never been undertaken
before—perhaps because working
ith such a variety and disparity
material involves technical difi
bet, lies.
High from the start, the specta.

IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
BUY IT!
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'Air Rights Of Colleges
To Property In Article

Memphis Warehouse Win'
Kroger's Safety Plaque

TOP SOCIAL SCIENTISTS —
These four social science students at Tennessee A and I
State university were recently
inducted into the school's Zeta
chapter of Sigma Rho Sigma
honor society for top students
In the social sciences. From
left, they are Miss Betty Cash,
of Memphis; Bernard Henderson of Chattanooga president
of the chapter; James Cox, of
Liberia, West Africa, a n d
Miss Hugh Ella Walker of
Austin, Texas. The group's

faculty adviser is Prof. Horace C. Savage, author of the

soon to be released biography
of Bishop Isaac Lane.

"LET'S
ROCK"
luLius
LaROSA

MARTIN DALE
HAMILTON

Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi's reference and documentary
libraries.
The show is an originial creattion of Robert Geerts, who wrote
the scenario as well.
The staging and sets are by
Felix Labisse, the well-known surrealist artist who is equally famous for his stage settings.
Pierre Mouleart, professor at
the Brussels Conservatory of
Music, composed the music, while
Delhasse handled the sound tract.
Madison—First dairy school in
the U. S. was founded at the University of Wisconsin in 1891.
more than 412,000 square miles.
cliff houses in New Mexico until
about 3000 years ago.

Strawberry Fete
In Progress
At Humboldt

REESE
ROYAL TEENS
THE TYRONES

MINISTERS AT CONFERENCE — An Educational and
Leadership Conference was
held here last week at the St.
Paul Baptist church and was
sponsored by the Educational

Board of the National Baptist
Convention, Inc., U. S. A. Pictured here during the session
from left, are Rev. S. H. Herring, pastor of the church;
Rev. (ampbell, vice president
of the National Baptist Convention; Or. W. Herbert Brewster, chairman of the church's
educational board; Dr, Fred

T. Guy, principal speaker, and
president of the Arkansas Consolidated Comention; Res. C.
M. Lee, Pilgrim Rest Baptist
church, Kennedy at.; Rev. A
L. McCargo, pastor of Salem.
Gilfield Baptist church, Rev.
T. Weeden, of Arkansas. and
Rev. J. L. Burkiey. (Photo by
Withers)

MOTHER'S DAY
MAY 11

pure pleasure

are what s h e
wants on Mother's Day.
It's an- occasion too warmly tender to entrust to any
Flowers

4107-1-1E10
DAY

R4

PON

WEAR

POLISH
COTTON
SUIT
Ivy Green
& Sun Tan

$2695

other kind of gift. Phone
us to make sure she receives a lovely floral remembrance from you.

Remember, You Can Send
Mother's Day Flowers
ANYWHERE
Think of us for ALL your floral needs.
You can always depend on us to serve you well.

Say It With
AT HOME OR
YOUR FAVORITE TAVERN
0-311
OERTEL BREWING COMPANY, INC.

LOUISVILLP,

THAT MAN HIMSELF — LIT
cal disc jockey, Robert "HonThomas. with his
eyboy"
many-sided personality, will
serve as the ZoZo's "Arthur
Godfrey'when the talent scout
contest is given at Church
Park auditorium on Thursday

evening. May R. Any teenager
from any school can be a West scout, and bring a classmate or friend to participate.
It is sponsored by the Memphis Cotton Maker's Jubilee.
Inc.

FLORA'S FLOWERS
733 Vance Ave.

JA 7-0870

IZZY ROSEN
109 Madison Ave.
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(ME Wives Plan For
Club's Annual Picnic
The annual picnic of the CME
Ministers' Wives Social club, to
be held on the lawn of Rev. and
Mn. L. A. Story, of 60 S. Parkway West, was the main topic
discussed when the group met recently at the couple's home.
In spite of heavy downpours,
about 16 members were present
when the meeting was called to
order by the president, Mrs. Lillian Martin. A very inspiring
worship service was then conduct.
ed by the chaplain, Mrs. E. M.
Cunningham.
Reading the minutes of the previous meeting was Mrs. Aubrey
Turner, assistant secretary. Other
activities for the evening includad the clearance of previous busi-

PROVIDENCE, R. I.—(INS)—
Rep. Emanuel Celler, (D) New
York, wants a federal investigation of the dynamiting of synagogues and Negro schools in the
South.
ness transactions. Plans for the
picnic were completed, and dies He told an Israel bond dinner
in Providence that Atty. Gen. AYHwere then collected.
Herm P. Rogers is in error in reBefore the group were served a
to order the FBI to in :estivery tasty menu by the hostess, fusing
the-dynamitings. Rogers bad
Mrs. Robbie Flemming, a guest gate
no federal law had bees
of Mrs. Story was introduced to held that
violated.
the club.
Celler said he was convinced
Other guests for the evening
dynamite being used by the sowere Revs. D. Warner Browning,
"Confederate Underground"
J. L. Criffin, E. L. Strong, and called
has been taken across state lines,
E. Atkins.
which would make it a federal ofMrs. W. H. Taylor ls the refense.
porter for the club.
Celler, who is chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee, said
Sixty percent of Brazil's 50 he offered the committee a bill
million inhabitants live in an area to make interstate transportation
of one-fifth the nation's total do- of dynamite for illegal purposes a
federal offense.
main.
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Doctor To Speak On
St. John's Youth Day

Asks U. S. Probe
Of Dynamiting
In The South

Dr. A. M. Jackson, Jr., preaident -- of the board of education of East
St. Louis, Ill., and an outstandlog surgeon in that city, will be
the guest speaker at St. John Baptist church on Sunday afternoon
when Annual Young People's Day
is observed.
Recognized as a political and
social leader as well, Dr. Jackson, who will speak at the services beginning at 3:15 p. m., is
one of the leading officers of the
Meharry Medical college alum-

YOUTH DAY PROGRAM —
The New Halliburton Baptist
church of Center Bill, Miss.,
held an impressive youth day
program recently, which prov•
ad to be a source of sought'

earnest for the community
Among those shown who par
tirilnited and worked to make
the Weir a success are: Mrs.
Ruby Newborn, chairman of
the program committee; B.

Newborn, chairman of the deacon board, and Rey. F. Underwood, pastor of the church,
who was principal speaker.
Twelve captains took part In
the activity.

Rev. A. McEwen Williams. pastor of the church on Vance ave.,
said that Annual Young People's
Day is held for the purpose of
inspiring the young people of the
church in religious fellowship and
community responsibilities
The public is invited to attend
all of the services held at the
church during the day.

College Prexy T
ep ace o som
DELAWARE, Ohio — (INS)
Dr. Arthur S. Flemming, preside
of Ohio Wesleyan University, was
reported yesterday to be President
Eisenhower's choice for do cab.
D..
net position as head of the D
tmeent of Health, Education and •
paerear
W
beefnthsechuendiuvlrerdi
ingo
Aspecialmeheats
5ityi
faculty
for this afternoon — reportedly tit
receive Dr. Flemmi.,^'s decisio
In the cabinet post, Dr. Flemmin
would succeed Marion Folio
who on July 1 reportedly will r
turn to Eastman Kodak co.
Dr. Flemming is 53. He Is married and has five children.

-^

WONDERFULLY GOOD NEWS
for RESIDENTS of the ENTIRE "PORTER" AREA!

A new Big Star Food store opens up this week in Memphis. It is
located at 939 Porter at., across from the LeMoyne Gardens apartment.
For the put 10 years, the supermarket with the big parking
lot has been operated by Pretti Brothers, and Mr. Leo Pretti said this
week that he is quite happy about joining the Big Star family as Big
Star No. 29.
"'I am very proud to become connected with Big Star", Mr. Pretti
said, "because it is famous for giving its customers the very beat food
at the lowest possible prices.

For A Marvelous Lovely $500.00 Diamond Ring
This is an exquisite Royal Star Diamond—surrounded by four brilliant
set in a charming 14 karat solid gold ring. Some
side diamonds
LUCKY person will win this supremely lovely Dianiond at Big Star and
that person COULD BE YOU IF YOU REGISTER! Be SURE to come
you do not have
no purchase necessary . .
and register FREE
.
to he present at the time of drawing to be the winner! This is NOT
. . you register ABSOLUTELY
a contest . . there's nothing to write
. .
FREE! Your LUCKY STAR is shinning at Pretti Bros. Big Star
for SOME Big Star customer will win this
wonderful ring and that persion COULD BE YOU.

Be SURE to register
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Vis newspapers, on radio and on television, the news of exciting Big Star values
is continually being featured .. superb values that bring your food budget tremendous pleasure!

A blo
hung oi
thoughts
Bei crie
soother!

Thousands and thousands of families REJOICE to save Quality Stamps, for it means
you have something to show for your money In addition to the excellent Big Star
values ... it means a constant flow of fine gifts comes to you and your family and
home through the regular and consistent savings of Quality Stamps!
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Mr. Pretti said that persons coming to the store on Thursday
morning will be able to register for the 5500 diamond ring to be given
away soon by Big Star. No purchase is necessary, he said, to register for
the gem, and some lucky customer of Big Star No. 29 may be the happy
winner.

You are cordially invited to
REGISTER FREE

- church

It's this RIGHT COMBINATION of QUALITY FOODS, LOW PRICES, and QUALITY
STAMPS that has made BIG STAR one of the nation's FASTEST GROWING, MOST
POPULAR food store groups!

"And another thing that our customers will appreciate," he said,
"is the fact that they will be able to get Quality Stamps with every
purchase that they make."

$500
DIAMOND
RING
FREE!
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Yes, here's WELCOME NEWS for YOU,for Pretti Bros. now proudly bri”n you Big
Star's famous QUALITY FOODS at day-in-day-out LOW, LOW prices ... AND in
addition, presents you with VALUABLE QUALITY STAMPS!

'Proud To Join Big Star', Mr. Pretti Says

other
city w
School
-of Mn

SLEEK

938 Porter Street
JOINS BIG STAR!

treme left is Mr. Leo Pretti. while Miss Willie A. Miller at right
waits on a customer.
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PRETTI BROS.

EXCELLENT SERVICE — You get excellent service when you shop
at Big Star No. f111 store, of 93$ Porter. The store known formerly
as Pretti Bros. has lust }opined the Big Star group. Beaming at es
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To Every Visitor at Pretti Bros. Big Star,
938 Porter
A Page-Full Of 30 Quality Stamps Free!
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Every Woman
Needs Full-length
Mirror

Annual Junior Choir Day will be
observed on Sunday afternoon,
May 111, at Golden Leaf Baptist
cluirch, aud two high school cho•
...ruses have been incited to particiWin* in the program
'EP Appearing as guests along with
other choirs from throughout the
city will be the Manassas High
school chorus, under the direction
of Mrs. B. B. Jones; and the Booker 1'. Washington High school senior glee club, with E. L. Fender,
director.
One of the members of the
church's junior choir, Rev. Leroy
Bailey, conducted the broadcast
services during the recent absence
of the pastor, Rev. L. A. Hamblin,
who was conducting a soul-saving
campaign in Buffalo. N. Y
The very impressive message,
delivered by Rev. Bailey was en.
titled, "Jesus As A Fountain."
The very impressive message,
son of Mrs. Vernida Bailey, pianist
and supervisor Of the jonior choir,
and general secretary of the
Church.
Annual Junior Choir Day is one
of a series of musical festivals be.
ing presented at the church this
digionth. On Friday night, May
ISM the Annual Spring Musical Extravaganza was given at Golden
Leaf.
Miss Faye Coburn is the reporter for the church.
SLEEK, UNCLUTTERED LINES
A wonderful feeling of summer
is expressed in the open neck,
sleeveless cottons that are as simply styled as an envelope. Adapting the uncluttered lines of the
chemise, they depend upon right
seaming and pipings that outline
the shape of the dress to give
them a look of 1951
St. Louis designers believe that
In a season of racing cars and
jet propulsion, the look of fashion should be smooth, sleek and
direct, and they use this idea lc
create slim, new fashions.
The letter "x" is the least used
In the English alphebet.
jk Al average American uses eight
(wencils a year.

NEW YORK — What every fashwoman
American
ion-minded
needs most isn't money. It's a
full-length mirror.
You can be well-dressed with.
out money, but not without effort," explains famed Couturier
Mainbocher. "You must look at
yourself honestly, and see yourself as a whole.
"But U. S. women see themselves only as a face in a little
compact. They need full-length
mirrors, so they can be like
French women who see themselves
as a whole from head to hem."
The 67-year-old American fashion expert, who has dressed ifloat
of the "best-dressed," also believes that "if it's worth buying
it's worth looking at.''
He advocates two long looks at
each fashion before handing over
your money. Then, he says, "1
you try on a dress end you're hap.
by in it, you are probably happily, suitable and well dressed."
Mainbochers' own new designs
do not follow any particular silhouette,
He explains. No matter what
silhouette is in style, clothes are
always related to a woman's
body."
So there are straight dresses and
fitted dresses because "women
generally see the waisthres of
dresses in the terms of where
their own waistlines are."

JUBILEE ROYALTY — His
Majesty, Frank Taylor Scott,
44, and Her Majesty, Mrs.
VernIce Louise Starks, 20, will
be crowned in coronstion ceremonies at Booker T. Washington High school Wednesday

Ins
tar
Ind.

evening, May 14. The affair
wilt be one of the highlights
or the Memphis Cotton Markers' jubilee, which begins on
May 12 and extends through
16th. Mr. Scott is assistant
manager of S. W. Qualls Fun-

eral home and Mrs. Starks is a
member of the city's younger
social set. The annual celebration was founded by Dr. R. Q.
S'ensonv chairman of the executive board of the National
Dental association.

JUNIOR ROYALTY — King
Ronnie I., Morris, 11, sixth
grader at Klondike school,
and son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Morris, of 9111 Alaska at.,
and Queen Rhytha Bolton, II,

an eighth grader at Lech
School, and daughter of Mrs.
Sarah Bolton, of 35111 Wellington are the junior Cotton
allakers• Jubilee royalty. They
will reign over Juvenile activities of the Jubilee. Crowning

ceremonies for them will be
held at Church Park auditorium May 12 at 7:30 p. m,
rhev will also participate In
the adult coronation cereitionles on may 14.

Dr. Greene At
St. Andrew AME
For Men's Day

Dr. S. L. Greene, Jr., commissioner of education for the AMF
church was the guest sneaky,when Men's Day was observed
last Sunday at the St. Anhere
out that the Friends of Ike has
been credited as being largely re- drew AME church.
The educational leader was ores
sponsible for the great increase in
votes for President Eisenhower ident of the Campbell college at
Quinn
among Chicago's Negro voters in Jackson, Miss , and the Paul
college at Waco, Tex., before being
the 1956 election.
elevated to his present position
— SPeCial) —
It is said that because of 11 1CHICAGO.
FASIIIONS
Greene's excellent record as an
Illinois Citizens for Eisenhower. VERSATILITY IN
administrator, he has often been
Versatility in use is a new qualially schools of equal que!liy, Nixon Wednesday endorsed the
mistaken as a layman He serve !
1.011ill deSt.
and
Howard
M.
R.
fashion,
T.
Dr.
in
ty
of
candidacy
St. \
though seldom equal in quality to
double as pastor of the Charles
the
by
inspired
signers
confirst
the
from
M. E. church in Bosbon, the Beth ,
white schools—are, on the whole, for congress
and pledged duty ideas of the young crowd AME church In Wiliiington, Del
district,
gressional
reported to be less effective teachof cosits active support to Dr. Howard's have created a number
and was presiding elder of the
tumes that may be worn several
ers."
campaign as Republican.
Mississippi Conference.
the
is
there
example,
For
Dougherty says that many of Ok- At
the same time, the or- ways.
He is a graduate of the PaYnc
insets in contrastgodet
with
skirt
seminary and Wilberforce univer
lahoma's displaced Negro teachers ganization also promised its coing cotton.
a bachelo:
have gone elsewhere for employ- operation to other Illinois Repub- The godet is worn ripped shut, lily where he received
and doctor
ment, sons, into integrated schools lican candidates for congress who and thus creates a tailored skirt; of arts and bachelor
divinity degrees.
in Baltimore, Md.
are pledged to support President with zipper open, it become, a of Rev.
H. Ralph Jackson Is past°,
Eisenhower's program.
patio skirt of pretty fullness at
the church.
of
with
worn
overblouse
According to Samuel W. Witwer, the side. The
cotton fabric as
Jr , state chairman of the group. It is in the same
Joins Union
Citizens for Eisenhower-Nixon will the pleated inset.
Raleigh — North Carolina wa.
or
work through both the state
the last of the 13 original colonies
natimportant
most
Belgium's
of
Friends
ganization and the
to enter the Union.
Ike Committoe. Witwer pointed ural resource is coal.

Says Dixie Integration
Hits Negro Teachers Hard

TY
ST

les
re.

5

Howard Endorsed
By GOP Group

OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla. — prejudiced against having their
(INS) —.Negro teachers now se- children taught by a Negro than
cure in segregated schools may having hint taught with a Negro,"
soon be the forgotten victims of the professor says adding:
integration in the Soith.
"It is also evident that some
not
That is the conclusion reached Negroes prefer Caucasians for
' A bleeding, persecuted Jesus first, quarter back or does
City university so- teachers for their children, just as
hung on a cross. Suddenly His play at all. Yet unfortunately by Oklahoma
up ciology professor Virgil Dougherty some Caucasian lawyers and docthoughts turned to His Mother and some of us have been brought
that following his study cf integration tors.
Ye cried out, "Son, behold thy in homes where we feel
when patterns in Oklahoma.
and
show,
whole
the
we
are
"Finally, Negro teachers trained
mother!"
we can not
Dougherty, who says the student in segregated schools—theoreticToday all at us find ourselves the time cornea that
Oklahoma
we quit.
Integration process in
iSradnenly thinking In the direction have our way
proceeding with "reasonable
The real mother is one who
of mother. No one influence has
speed and without violence,"
had such a force on the building of looks ahead, and sees what lies
real difficulty is in
in store for her son or daughter, warns that the
man as that of a mother.
integration of Negro teachers.
A wise man said sometime ago, and tries to mold his or her life
JOBS
"As go the woman so goes the to fit into the overall pictue. What- 300 LOSE
Although Oklzippma integration
generation " The truth of this state- ever our present plight we owe
is not yet complete, Dougherty says
ment can not be denied. But in to a mother who went down to
some 300 Negro teachers have alr same token of thinking we could death's very door itself and cuddlready lost their positions in inteeerily say, "As go the mothers, ed us and cared for us when we grated areas.
so go the offsprings." No river were not able to care for our"Caucasian school boards find it
rises above its source, No man selves and when no one else in
distinguished collectors o
easier to discharge Negro rather TUSKEGEF., Ala. — Dr. Sadie South's
rises above his mother. The things particular really did care. WhatDelaney who, since stamps and antiques. China and
says
Peterson
teachers,"
thar
Caucasian
DOW
may
upon
us
of
ever attitudes some
that make most Impressions
her special inDougherty, "when integration de- 1924 has been chief librarian at glass were among
the young mind in its formative have concerning our newfangled creases the number of teachers the VA hospital, died at her home terests in collectors items.
our
owe
us
of
with
many
stay
motherhood
stage are the things that
For her many accomplishments
When you want to turn out an extra-epecial dish and time is abort —that's
needed for a district."
on Bibb street in the Tuskegee
Your grocer is when
present status to a mother who
inthe child throughout his life.
your plentifully stocked pantry is • real blessing! So shop your
Institute community early Sun- she has been honored by many
objecsociologist's
the
Applying
but
academically
the
is
was
unlettered
home
The mother in the
stitutions, women's groups and
grocer's for canned goods, frozen foods, mixes. And don't forget your
these
to subjective emo- day.
science
featuring
tive
those
with
grips
to
had
the
come
who
or
man
the
great moulder of
favorite sparkling drink—Coca-Cola. If there's one thing that adds disDr. Delaney vas born and re- ci% ic and greek letter organization, Dougherty says prejudices
woman who comes out of that vital forces in life that were innow! tinction to snacks, meals, desserts—It's Coke.
foods
on the part of both whites and Ne- ceived her early training in Ro- tions.
we
that
extent
the
to
us
that
into
virtures
jected
the
of
home. All
Survivors include her husband,
groes are partially responsible for chester, N. Y. She served for
are later evidenced in the child are able to build thereon.
the failure to employ Negro teach- many years as librarian at the Rudical Delaney; one daughter,
• ^..........
_ .
overmiht
become
us
has
of
he
Many
which
to
virtures
are the
A
..,;•••"‘
ers.
135th street library in New York Mrs. Grace Hooks of Philadelphia;
back
look
at
and
zealous
times
days.
early
his
in
exposed
Franklin,
been
MORE PREJUDICE
City before coming to Tuskegee. a niece, Miss Gertrude
Arthur
Mrs.
Whether we accept it or not all over our shoulders with pride and
'Caucasians are more highly
the field of and two sisters,
For her work
and Mrs
of the vices that are evidenced say to ourselves, "Look, what I
b bliotherapy she ARS been na- Franklin of Tuskegee
In the child are the vices that have done!" But in the final analhon- Florence Carey of New York.
internationally
and
tionally
phases
angry
its
of
all
in
versities
has witneased in his early child. ysis, we have done nothing. As
Dr. Delaney was a member of
t•
that to Him was a stimulus, en- ored. Her excellence in pioneer
ood. The man who is able to rise this Man hung on the cross no
area of library sci- St. Andrew's Episcopal church at
this
in
work
it
cross;
the
face
to
Him
abled
funeral
where
Institute
up to the tasks of his day and time doubt His mind went back and
Tuskegee
was a mother who enabled Him to ence at the VA hospital has been
is the man who has seen his moth- even in this hour of triumph Ile
services will be held.
see His enemies through eyes of acclaimed by the administrative
er do just that when the flour bar- could look up at motherhood with
of the VA hospitals throughgive
heads
eventually
and
forgiveness
rel has gotten low or the meat a sense of pride and cry out "BeCigaret taxes were imposed by
up the ghost with malice toward out the country.
run out. The real mother is able hold thy mother.''
Dr. Delaney was one of the 41 states in 1953
none.
It was a mother who faced ad to substitute something else and
ge on. The weak mother stands ,
around and gripes because she
does not have this or that and
therefore she is not able to pret I.....1111111111•11 II
4,144.0t,
••
pare as she would like to.
it S
ilitia4H4
In later years when her child
nee..
01.1111. eery...4r
......
nee
•
••••••••
marries or when the burdens of
HOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY
-life are placed upon him he goes
MIMPHIS, SINN
MAIN AND POPLAR
PLANKED FISH FILLETS. Thaw frozen fish fillets, spread
cries.
and
off into some corner
The
with prepared bread stuffing, roll, fasten with toothpicks.
—
(INS)
—
WASHINGTON
wich
Our world today is filled
Dot with butter, bake on plank until almost done. Border
too many people who are little Democratic National Committee
with instant mashed potatoes, return to oven until bordwe
more than grown cry babies who, yesterday announced r fund-raisbrowns. Arrange peas on plank. So festive served with the
20
May
on
Night"
"Party
ing
stress,
strain
and
of
in the hour
bright sparkle of Coca-Cola.
go off to some corner and cry featuring a radio "quiz" program
when adversities ;come into their with ex-President Harry S. Truman as the quizmaster.
lives.
Democrats in all 411 states, the
This is no ti me for cry babies!
The child of today must be equip- District of Columbia and Hawaii
• .ed with those forces that will en. will join in the fund-raising gathFRUIT WITH CUSTARD SAUCE. So quick —no
Nurable him to stand up with life erings which will range from box
cooking! And guests will really be impressed when
suppers to cocktail parties a n d
'whaler betides."
you serve it! Heap chilled canned fruits into a bowl,
The courageous mother begets grubstake dinners to clambakes.
pour on instant vanilla pudding for sauce. Drees it
a courageous rhild. The ron- The "quiz" program conducted'
up with slivered touted almonds. Remember —
aiderate mother begets a consider. by Truman will be broadcast over
dessert time is a good time for the good taste
ate child. The forgiving mother the Mutual Broadcasting system's
of Coke. Enjoy the cold crisp taste of Coke!
begets a forgiving child. And on network. Other prominent Dem
pareliats.
and on we could go but let me ocrats will serve as
say that the same way a mother MI PER CENT AHEAD
Democratic National Chairman
With these virtures beget children
Of that same nature the opposite Paul M. Butler said:
:is equally true. How unfortunate "Party Night registrations are,
is that a child will grow up running about 30 per cent ahead
thinking that the world moves of last year. Some party chair
to
around him and when things do men tell us Democrats are out
as
go his way he takes his ball and celebrate as early and as often
• Light As A Feather
iftoes borne. How unfortunate It possible what they believe will be
Democratsmashing
self
and
certain
so
a
are
is that some people
• Back and Seat of 5-Strand
fall"
feentered that they think that 'with. ic victory at the polls this
de.
is
Night"
"Party
world."
said
Butler
no
be
would
out me there
• Strong, Durable Aluminum
Yet we have just hose kinds signed to "enlist the enthusiasm
support of the mil!Of People in our midst. The per- and financial
Velon Webbing for Strength
modest
SIGN- OF GOOD TASTE
'Ison who really makes a contribu- lions of Democrats of
RING
REGULAR
sochil
low-cost
through
person
that
means
is
world
our
to
ink.tion
White
With
Green
or
• Yellow
%Jr who has been so reared that he gatherings which provide good fu n
Boffin, Company ot Memphis, Teas.
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Colo Company by Coca-Cola
feels that the games are more and good food and a chance to
esnyertant than whether he plays swap political taik."

Chief Librarian
In Tuskegee Dies

It

Truman Gets
'Quizmaster
Job For Dems

SALE

$8.95 Non-Rust
Aluminum
Stack

CHAIRS

6.95
EASY TERMS

Stock up on COKE and these quick-fix foods and be ready to give
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A NEWLY-DEVELOPED short-pulse radar apparatus which
is said to
be capable of spotting troops and tanks at the front, is operated by
Tom
Liss, electronics scientist of the Diamond ordinance fuse
lab. The mobile
equipment was demonstrated at Fort Myer, Va. INP Soundphoto

Soldiers On The Spot

THREE-SECTION HOUSE part of which was built in 1750, rolls
a n d
rocks along on three trailers to a new location two miles north
of Cape
May, N. J. Original dwelling was erected on Reuben Townsend's pre-revolutionary war plantation and later it was a stagecoach stop on
the Philadelphia-Cape May route. INP Soundphoto

Fl V E RUSSIAN veterans
who met U. S. soldiers at the
Elbe river for an historic
handshake 13 years ago, call
at the White House and deliver a giant ceremonial "bowl
of friendship" inscribed as a
gift from the people of Russia to President Eisenhower.
RICHARD C. TREVORRAH, a dog-walking automobile The Russians are in Washingfirebug suspect is arrested in Hollywood and saved from ton as guests of the Amerilynching by irate neighbors when they saw flames com- can Veterans of the Elbe
ing from a convertible. Trevorrah is suspected of setting river link-up. INP Sound18 car fires in Hollywood within a year. He's guarded by photo
his dog in police headquarters
in photo
_

Hot Suspect Nabbed

Russell. Morgan coed from Jamaica; Daniel F. Murray. Trinidad; Dr.
Martin D. Jenkins, Morgan president; Manley Parkin, Jamaica, and Irvin
Johnson. Jamaica. Students are five of six of Morgan students hailing
from the West Indies.

JAMES C. McMILLAN (4th from left-background) art instructor at Bennett college, Greensboro, N. C., explains to viewers the meaning of the
paintings he had on exhibit during second annual sidewalk exhibition of
Greensboro Artists' league — an interracial group. Some of the paintings
were done while McMillan was studying in France and others were created in his studio at the college.

Art For Artists' Sake

v 4o-to

MORGAN STATE COLLEGE, Baltimore. Md.. celebrates opening of Parliament of the new West Indies Federation at a luncheon at the school.
Here. Rudolph Grey (3rd from right) a Morgan student from the West
Indies. shows the coat of arms of the Federation to British Consul of
Baltimore Stanley G. Burt-Andrews. Looking on are (from left) Elaine

Salute West Indies Federation
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LILLIAN KALLIR, American pianist, makes her first appearance on
NBC Radio's "Telephone Hour" Monday, May 5. In photo she goes ON er
final movement of the Schumann Piano Concerto with conductor Donald
Voorhees. Miss Kallir has for the last five years won praise for her concerts in the U. S. and Europe.
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some place where they oval get
WHO'S CRAZY!
The problem of mental illness run over and hurt or something
these same relatives also seize
liebsceiptleii rotes: Ons veer. $0/ On netinsa.
is a big one all over. This is esDJ& 12-seer special Subscription rent, $10)
tit putting away of the old
of TenState
the
in
so
pecially
The Tri-State Defeatist Dees Net Take Rupees/Idifty Ise wavalicitlia Manuscripts es PAsiles.
folk, as a good opportunity to fornessee. In Memphis, the largest get them. And the suspicion percity in the state, a major concert sists that a lot et these relatives
,wait with impatience for the "crais the matter of providing hoot
Published Every Thursday by die Tri-SteN Dideado Pub Whims Cis. Entered as Seseed
ing for the mere temporary de. zy" old folk to die so their insurClass Metter at the Memphis Pest Odic. Mutail 20. 1132, Hader AO of Minch 2, HIPP.
tention of persons suffering from ances may be collected
more
mental disorders.
speedily.
The prehlems are not new. They
Then, too, there are so many
SERVING 1,000.000 NEGROES IN THE fl-STATI ARIA
have long cried for solution. It
varieties of mental and emotional
arouse
to
is
job
seems the first big
Nepublic concern. That's why hats Illness openly rampant in the
off should be given to such pro- gro community which in any other
grams as that of the National group would be the signal for imMental Health Week project . .
mediate, wide, and positive acto the Mental Health Forum pre- tion. For instance, there are the
sented last week here in Memphis alcoholics . . . too many of them
. . . and to those individuals and have never heard of a sanatorium
groups who maintain around-the where they can obtain even the
year vigil in behalf of victims of temporary relief off( red there.
"With all deliberate speed?'
Here is a conference which has the po- emotional and meotal sicknesses. Most don't bother to seek medical
With this rather ambiguous qualifica- tentiality of deciding for one thing, just how The subject is mentioned here, help to handle their drinking
r n, the United States Supreme Court, more rapid is "deliberate speed" where Negro the week following Mental Health habit Hardly any get even in holWeek, in order to keep the ball lerin' distance of a psychiatrist.
n three years ago, ordered sweeping rights are concerned.
standard treatment for the
c anges in the segregated status quo of
Here ia a conference that should serve rolling a bit longer in behalf of The
low folk on tli• totem pole of Negro almholic . . mentally ill
American education. Just last year the Con- to clear up misgivings and misunderstand- the
mental illness. They are elderly though he Is . . . is a policeman's
gress, acting in this area for the first time ings over techniques and approaches as they Negroes. These are the least of billy against his already beliddled
in nearly 100 years, theoretically legislated vary in the fight for freedom from city to the least in these parts . . . so head, a fatal knife or pistol wound,
far as community concern for the criminal ward in sonic hospital
away the barriers to free and unfettered city and state to state.
Here is a conference designed to look (tem extends. In the first place, and the drunk tank in the nearest
voting by Negroes in the Deep South.
Yet school integration is but a trickle, squarely in the face the foolishness of a dis- there's too much misunderstand. jail.
int and callousness feund in what
Yet, these same whiskey-heath,
and Negro registration in the Southland is organized approach among American Negro is
done in Memphis about elder- wine-o's, gin-sters, sad beer guzat a virtual stalemate because of the arro- leaders.
ly Negroes whose minds are not zlers are only very rarely 'omm
gant tactics of Dixie authorities and the viIf there are avenues of unified approach necessarily weak or destroyed . sidered as sick people
. mentaleduof
to
unequal
at
problems
perplexing
the
cious—and
times violent—acts of exbut are more nearly tired and ly and emotionally sick people,
cation, disfranchisement, slum housing, in- worn-nut
panding White Citizens Councils.
who need every resource of mediWhat is deliberate speed?
equality in employment, and increasing Much too often the public hears cal, community, and institutional
To answer this and ether vital questions juvenile delinquency, upon which honest, about Old Uncle So-and-So, or Old care for their treatment. So far.
troubling America's 17 million Negro citi- dedicated Negro leaders can agree, this sum- Aunt This-and•That who has wan- too many Memphis folk, Negro
and white, are too willing to
zens, the publishers of the nation's out- mit conference certainly seems the place to dered off from home and has for- let
these folk go on to hell . .
gotten the way back. In some instanding Negro newspapers have called a agree upon them.
stances it is the same old person and take the rest of us with them.
There is always the possibility, of course, who gets lost time after time. The alcoholics and the senile
Summit Conference of National Negro Leaders to meet in the Nation's Capital, May 12- that the meeting may demonstrate that Right away folk decide they're old folk are only two sets of the
13.
our best Negro brains are incapable of com- crazy. And relatives begin seek- mentally Ill among us. There are
This will be no gathering of socialites; ing to agreement on any unified approach ing ways and means of having gangs of others . . . never even
till they hurt somethem "signed into" some kind of mentioned
no backdrops for political partisanship, no to the critical American racial dilemma.
institution . . where they'll be body or themselves. There are the
be
as
an
could
Even
such
that
outcome
,Aies of fandangoes to entertain Good
out of the way and forgotten, hur- confused teenagers, many suffera valuable contribution, since it would ines- led alive! These relatives salve ing from the emotional shock of
Mne Charlies.
Conference plans call for two days of capably point out the need for new and their consciences with the excus- broken homes and the morel vaserious discussion of the problems related more vigorous leadership.
es that they're putting the old folk cuum in which they are trying

Our Opinions

Conference At The Summit

40

to securing full freedom of action for the
Negro people of this country, and every Negro leader worth his salt should eagerly
grasp the opportunity such a timely conference affords him to contribute his two
cents worth in charting the course of Negro
participation in the progress of man in this
most important period in the history of the
world.

It's high time to restudy and interpret to
the world the problems related to the Negro's full participation and enjoyment of his
rights as an American citizen.
This newspaper, for one, is in hearty accord with the aims of the conference, and
congratulates the publishers for taking the
leadership in convening such a timely and
significant meeting.

Salute To State Of Israel

It

Last week our sister publication, the
New York Age, saluted the Jewish people
and the Jewish state. Since our sentiments
Ade the same we join in the salutation, and
rint the editorial. It is as follows:
Recently the free state of Israel marked
the tenth birthday of its dramatic birth.
"Creation and development of the State
of Israel has provided inspiration and hope
to all the troubled peoples of the world and
to all who wear the label "minority."
But above and beyond this the fact that
Israel has offered itself as a haven to those
who would live lives of equality and dignity,
should put to shame any human being, any
group or nation motivated by the practice
of or condoning hatred or intolerance.
Traditionally, the Jewish people have
been sympathetic allies and active supporters of the Negro people in the struggle of
the Negro people for self-determination and

the salvation of the soul of America and the
cause of peace in the world.
The same enemies who breathe antiNegro propaganda out of one nostril harbor
contempt for the rich tradition and the resolution and enterprise of the Jewish people.
As the Negro in America views with
pride the establishment of the new West
Indies Federation, he also views with respect and gratitude the growth of the Jewish
nation.
Therefore, on behalf of the Negro people
whose cause this newspaper has championed
for more than three-quarters of a century,
the editors of the New York Age (and the
Tri-State Defender which for seven years
has pursued a similar course) send our Jewish brothers here in America and our Jewish brothers in Israel the most profound
and sincerely-meant wishes for continued
advancement and progress.

Must Help The Mentally ill
The City of Memphis needs to do something humane, now, in behalf of the mentally
'emotionally disturbed among us.
It smacks.of medieval cruelty, ignorance,
d craven backwardness for a modern
community to provide nothing better than
a jail cell for its members who are mentally
sick.
It is the duty of the elected city officials
to take the lead in showing the city what
to do about the matter of temporary detention and treatment for those suffering disorders of the mind and emotions.
It seems unbelievable that a city of al-

The People Speak

OH, TO BE A CHILD AGAIN!
Whatever other worries little
pre-school children might have,
raft is certainly not one of
them.
To this,, the kindergarten
teacher in a small middle western industrial town can attest.
She made this plain in telling
about what happened when two
little Negroes — a boy and a
girl — who were enrolled in her
class.
There were no legal barriers
is integration in the schools,
she said, but there just hadn't
been any Negro children in the
town until recently when a new
plant attracted some young Negro workers.
Some concern had been exNegro
about four
pressed
youngsters recently enrolled in
was
this
But
school.
the high
more because the people were
unaccustomed to Negroes than
because of race prejudice, she
reported.
But no one seemed to notice
that every school day, a young
Negro woman brought two
youngsters to kindegarten in a
station wagon. One, the boy,
was hers. The other, a girl, be.
longed to a neighbor.
Here the teacher took over
the story:
"I did not try to segregate
the colored children, hut knowing about the trouble in the
high school, I just thought it

would be better to pair the two
Negro children together.
"They seemed te enjoy each
other's company and seemed
content with each other in idlv.
ities where we pair off the children.
"But the other little boys and
girls wouldn't let them stay together. They were always putting at the little colored children to join their groups.
"I didn't object personally,
but I was always afraid that
some parents might happen in
and think that I was trying to
force integration. S'Ider people
are so quick to misunderstand,
You know.
"So I tried a new technique.
Instead of pairing the children,
I'd tell them to choose partners.
And the same thing always happened. Both the Negroes were
shy, as were some of the whites,
but their more aggressive play.
miters would almost fight in
their efforts to get the Negroes
as partners.
"I think the novelty of their
brown skins, the fact that they
were different made them desirable. Since the little dears had
no notions about the social significance of color, they just did
what they wanted to do.
"It would be wonderful if
adults could have the freedom
of children. Life would be so
much simpler."

and discrimination. Then there
are the mental problems attendant to the complexes growing out
of illiteracy, fanatical religious
ideas and practices, the tensions
of poor housing and over-crowding . . and most of all the chronic
anxieties accompanying poverty
. unemployand low incomes

ment and job discrimination.
All told, the fact that "life is
first one thing and another" goes
a mighty long ways toward causing too many folks to sing out,
"I want to do something crazy"
There's more threat than tune in
that line of %lyric:: Now, watchubet!

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Simple's Vicissitudes
"I have only escaped death by "Then I should have got in that
not dying," said Simple, "be- water," said Simple, "since that
cause in this life all kirds of is one way of being washed whitthings have happened to me, in- er than snow. But that would
cluding wives, and to think of it have bugged Isabel beca use,
is enough to give me nightmares. were I white and she wasn't, I
Why, once when I was married could integrate and she couldn't.
to Isabel she drawed a butcher That would only have added fuel
knife on me, Only I was asleep to our flames.
"In Baltimore in that day and
and did not know it.
"She was mad, but she was time the color line were real
more sleepy than mad, so she high. Me white and going any
put the butcher knife under her place I wanted to, and my wife
pillow and laid down beside me black and having to stay home
and went to sleep, too. Next whilst I went downtown to a ball,
morning she forgot the knife was that would never do.
there, got up to make coffee, and "I am glad I did not step into
when I turned over and stretched that lye water, else I would have
out my arm underneath her pil- alienated her affections. Also I
might not have lived to tell the
low, there was the knife!
"When I riz up in bed with the tale. Also had I stepped in there
knife in my hand, it scared Isa- black, and come out white, I
bel so bad she run out of the might have scared Isabel to
house, and swore she did not death.
know it were there. But later "I had enough trouble just getshe confessed she had meant to ting a divorce from that woman
kill me the night before. Womens, so I would have hated to have to
bury her, too. Man, wornens
womens, womens!"
have endangered my life, includ"Why did she want to kill you?"
ing landladies. Once a landlady
I asked,
took my trunk in the stone dead
"Because she claimed she lov- of winter and set it out on the
ed me," said Simple, "and she sidewalk, changed the lock on the
thought I had been somewhere door, and dared me to knock."
the night before I had no busi- "And what had you done to deness going. Another time s h e serve such treatment?" I asked.
threw lye in my bath water, but "Just not paid my rent, that's
I heard it sizzling, and did not all," said Simple.
set my carcass in the tub. Did, "You must have been several
and I would have been skint." weeks behind," I said.
"You probably would have been "I were,'' said Simple, "but
white today," I said, "because it thought that old landlady loved
would have burnt all the color out me. It turned out it were nothing hut pure infatuation — love
of your pigment."

at first sight, and hate when I
missed my first week's rent. She
set me edit out in the street in
the dead of winter. I might have
got pneumonia, croup, gallopping consumption, or even whooping cough. How unkind can be
wornens!
"If another woman had not taken me in out of the cold, I might
have been dead today. Like that
time I came near having lockjaw from a dog that bit me on
a country road when I were just
a teenage boy down in Virginia,
just growled and bit.
"It turned out that dog belonged to a white man who had trained it to attack Negroes that
way, because the white man said
once he was hit by a Negro who
just cussed and hit. There is
some wicked mens and bad dogs
in this world!"
"True," I said, "but what you
must learn to do is to keep out
of the way of vicious animals
and bad people."
"Also keep out of the way 01
evil landladies and of wives with
their habits on."
"Also so conduct yourself that
you do not arouse the anger of
wives or landladies."
"Also always agree with a woman, and always pay a landlady."
"True," I said, "You are so
right!"
"Say that again," said Simple.
"I am right as rain!"
"Right!"
"Righteous right," said S I Mole. 'Amen!"

most a half million finds it so difficult to
make at least a passable provision for sick
people.
As it is, it seems that most Memphis
leaders are in the same shape as the mass
of people. Most folk are afraid of the mentally and emotionally ill and would prefer to
forget them. Few think in terms of treatment for victims of mental and emotional
sickness. Most folk only think of them as
they think of criminals . . . to be handled
with force and often violence.
The style of news reporting general press. It was thin distor- toes are worse than ever a n d
It's time for Memphis to think of makpractically all the race riots and
Time Maga- tion that cut to the quick.
ing a way ... if there's no way.
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Today, however, the general interracial violence in the last 20
too slick

SO WHAT?

Independence will come to these their pets.
We have enough volunteers to
islands.
We in America should make ev- undertake the job. What we need
of
Federation
The
Editor:
Dear
ery effort to establish a closer re- is the cooperation of the people.
the West Indies was cause for eel- lationship with the people in the When our members ring their
e,bration by Negroes everywhere. Caribbean. They have cultural tra- door bells begtning Monday May
For, it adds one more star to the ditions that far natidate ours. Be- 12.
growing circle of free nations rul- sides, there arc tremenuous possiMarian Butterfield,
ed by black people.
bilities of commercial exchange Sec. Society for the Protection
A ,West Indians need no longer
constricted
our
of
and extension
of Helpless Animals.
f Vest of their being British sub- Negro market.
'
jects. They have carved out a nacould
commodities
our
of
Many
tion of their own and it is only a
find a ready outlet in thistle is- Look To The Press
matter of time befere complete
lands. So a prosperous West In- For Protection
dies may have many rewarding im- Dear Editor:
Peaceful Co-Existence
plications to Negro America. Be- How about clear, concise articles
Dear Editor: I want to take Wm sides enlarging the scope of our on the rights that we, as citizens,
opportunity of thanking you most cultural and commercial activities, are entitled to, as far as the
sincerely for your fine "Salute te the new Federation also heightens police are concerned?
the prestige of the Negro world,
Israel" on its 10th birthday.
thank God for this new Is ' legal for a motorist to
It is a great source of pleasure We should
Eloise Hall, Evan- be pulled bodily from his ear
Mrs.
blessing.
for us to know that a bond of
and searced? Is it legal for a
Ill.
son.
exbrotherhood and cooperation
driver to be told thee, is an
ists between Israel and its Afriopen bottle of whiskey in his
can friends, the people of Ghana, What Dog Owners
trunk when the driver kncws
Know
that
Should
Nigeria and Liberia. We pray
there was never an open bottle
immedDear Editor We of the society In his car? Is it legal for a motorsoon, in our day,. Israel's
ant.
Helpless
realize
will
for the Protection of
ist to pay five or ter dollars for
iate Arab neighbors
fully the importance of peaceful male would like to enlist the a policeman's "dinner?"
lovers
cat
of
and
epirit
dog
the
in
support of all
co-existence and
If we can't look for the free
goodwill, they will work together in e broad and humane program. press to protect us from the police,
systematic
a
initiate
to
thrt
plan
of
advancement
We
to further the
where else shall we look? I am
to 10 per cent
entire world. Let our prayer be door to door campaign to as. to sorry that the
the
know
owners
Mrs.
Lee
Alfred
pet
all
that
it
—
one.
good and honest policemen are be
II fervent
"PARIS CREATION?
Ilrenthal, 7622 N. East Lake, Chi- preventive steps to take to insure smirched by the 90 per cent or so
longer health and happiness of who are crooked. — Charles Lewis. band's Shirts!"
egg&

Takes Pride In Federation
Of West Indies

euIn his studio at the

to grow up. There are the younger
Negro adults just now getting the
full mental and emotional impact
of being Negroes in a white dominated world. It might prove surprising to learn how many other
wise normal Negroes go off the
beam mentally and emotionally
over the shock of segregation

Girl ... This Is One of

Dope And Data

LOUIS MARTIN

zine may appear to be
and tricky for some, but no one press is doing a far better job
can deny it is interesting a n d of coverage and in Chicago a notable improvement was observed
provocative.
The April 21st issue of the shortly after the Chicago Defendmagazine featured an editorial er announced it was going to pubtype article on "The Negro Crime lish daily. Now in Chicago almost
Rate: A Failure In Integration." as many respectable citizens of
Many Negro leaders with whom color as colored criminals appear
I have talked about this article in the general press.
had widely varying reactions to
In regard to the basic causes
it and a few, I think, were con- of the high crime rate among
fused by what they called th e Negroes, I certainly agree with
"implications" of the article. Of
Time Magazine when it makes
course, I am not sure that I .unthe following statements:
derstood the implication of every
"But even heroic efforts by Neword either.
gro leadership could only dent the
Nevertheless, the facts of the
Negro crime problem, because
high incidence of crime among
essentially it is a white problem.
Negroes in Chicago and the big
And it will remain a severe probcities of the North are undenialem until Northern whites. privble, I wonder about the charge
ate citizens as well as civic
of widespread concealment of
that N e g ro
these facts because we w h o officials, recognize
of
write for the so-called Negro crime is basically a symptom
."
press have been repeatedly con- a failure in integration. .
the
that
It is my personal view
demned by whites for publishing
worst and most damaging maniso much crime news.
attitude toThere has been considerable festation of the white
seen in
resentment over race labeling of ward Negroes can be
Integration
crime news in the general press the field of housing.
seems to me, has
primarily becauee, up until re- in the North, it
disastrously in th i s
cently, the general press rarely failed most
ran a story about a Negro who area.
Negroes in the North have
was not a criminal.
inI do not believe this resentment made remarkable progress in
would have arisen if the general tegrated education, employment
includfields,
and in a host of
press covered all aspects of
areas
gra life, including the social news ing such tightly controlled
as organized baseball. When you
on ito society pages.
ehowever, there
In short many Negroes resent- come to housing,
My Hus- ed what they regarded as a dis- is almost no progress.
As a matter of fact the ghettorted picture of Negro life in the

years in the North had their origin in the effort of Negroes to
find a place to live. The mobs
insist that Negroes shall be confined.
Of all the doors that have bees
slammed in the Negro's face
none has been slammed harder
than the door of a house in a
so-called white neighborhood. Finally, thousands of whites have
fled the city to keep from living
near Negroes when their expansion could not be stopped by force.
As a result the greatest ghettoes in world history have been
established in the hearts of out
cities. These ghettoes are crowded to the point that even the census takers despair of counting the
tenants in some sections. Often the quality of the housing is
poor beyond belief.
The ghettoes produce double
standards all the way down the
line, from merchandise to moralstandards
double
ity. The
in turn infect the minds of the
children and magnify feelings of
inferiority and insecurity. T h e
ghetto housing pattern makes integration in education aid other
areas doubly difficult if not impossible.
In short, the housing aspect of
racism in America is basic. and
until this housing pattern is changed, we shall have no peace in
our country. We may not be able
to end race prejudice, but we can
open up housing and curb the
growth of the ghettoes.

-To %too Gtat,s woo

CAN'T 1040

Dear Mine. Chante: I am a Jamaican girl who would like to
correspond with pen friends in the
USA. I am 19 and would like to
correspond with men between 30
and 32. I am 5 feet, 4 inches tall,
with brown skin, black hair, brown
eyes and long hair. Flooniebell
Diekens, It Church Crescent. St.
Ann's Bay Jamaica, BWI.
•• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 33
years of age, weigh 145 lbs., 5 feet
7 inches tall. Would like to meet
nice young ladies between 19 and
28. Will answer all letters and exchange photos. Ernest Williams,
111 W. Division St., Apt 337, Chi.
cago 10, 111.

WELL ...I HEARD 'THAI YOUR) sge 13,113:1_

WIFE CAME'-to "(OU ON HER
KNEES...

THAT

'
T
SHOULDN
MODEI.....V4w4 DON'T
40U ilt.Kef SIT IN
'CAE AUDIENCE

ALR‘Ggi.-

21 and an airman in the -service
HMO Be NAPPki?
stationed in an almost isolated
base in Montana. I am G feet, 2
inches tall, 187 lbs., with black
hair and dark brown eyes. I have
a heavy build. I like all sports
and music. I would like to correspond with lonely ladies. All letters will be answered immediately
and will exchange photos. A-3C
Art Roberts, 4061, 1E0 No. 105,
Malmstrorn Air Force Base, Montana.
• ••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely young man who would like
to correspond with a young lady
who is interested In marriage. I
would like a woman who is a
good housekeeper. I am 19, 5 feet,
9t'5 inches tall, browinskin, weigh
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a girl 145 lbs., brown eyes and black
sports. I an
of 18 who would like to have a hair. I like
penpal. I am a dressmaker said amateur boxer. Will answer all letI like pictures, dancing and sea ters and exchange photos. Wei ren
bathing — my hobby is design- Glenn Butler, 2138 W. Washburne
ing. I am a brunette have a slim ave., Chicago 6, Ill,
•••
figure, height 5 feet, 2 inches tall,
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 27, 5
weigh 112 lbs. Dorothy A. Keene,
10 Cloverly Rd., Kingston, Jamai- feet, 5 inches tall, 131 lbs., black
hair, brown eyes and brown comca, BWI.
•••
plexion. I have no bad habits. I
Dear Mme. hante: I would like would like to exchange photos and
very much for you to publish will be happy to answer all letthis letter in your column. I am ters Miss Odessa Elmore, PO
Box 123, Alexander, Ark.
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to become a member of your club.
I am 20 years old, 5 feet, 3 inches tall, weigh 110 lbs., dark complexion, with black hair. My hobbies are stamp collecting, photography, corresponding and table
[minis. I am interested in young
men between 21-32. Miss Rosalie
Osborne, 15 Sunlight Street, Kingston 13, Jamaica, EWL
By GEORGE F. McCRAY
•••
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a loneACCRA, Ghana—A few months
ly girl of 18. I weigh 102 lbs., ago worldly wise citizens of Gha4 feet, 5 inches tall, brown com- na were shocked by the news that
plexion and considered good look- a white woman in Rhodesia, down
ing. I am interested in meeting in Southern Africa, had been tried
a nice ambitious man 19 or 20. 1 and punished for having an intiprivilege.
will answer all letters. Geraldine mate love affair with her AfriWe made as many additions to llenderson, Route 7, Box 66-A, can servant.
our staff as we could 'afford in Andalusia, Ala.
These Ghanaians were simply
•• *
disgusted by the fact that the litthe beginning and obtained such
Dear Mme. Chante: I sun 20
Liberia has
news services as were open and years old. I would like to receive tle Negro Republic of
a law with stiff pennot prohibitive in price. The over- mail from servicemen, especially. had to pass
to prevent white businesss
all editorial needs of the Daily I have a medium brown complex- alties
from discriminating
Defender, however, remain a ma- ion, weigh 118 lbs., 5 feet, 6 inch- in Liberia
against white employees that
jor problem and we are resolved es tall. I am a divorcee with a
marry Negroes.
to a long strenuous struggle to 2 year old son. Would like those
These troubles just don't happen
compete successfully on the news who write to be between 23 and
In Ghana.
front. The fact that the other Chi- 28. Will answer all letters and
This bustling little city seems to
cago dailies do not cover a great exchange photos upon request.
pay little attention to close frat-pro3rd
course,
Vincennes,
of
Carter,
4949
events,
Nina
news
many
ernization between the races. Unvides us with some hope that we Fl., Chicago, Ill.
sophisticated tourists such as myDear Mme. Ciente: I have been
can make a real contribution to
ask questions and get
told that you have helped many self often
Chicago journalism.
of fact anwould be some pretty matter
mates
and
people
find
difficulties
and
As I review the
glad if you could help me find swers.
have
exwhich
we
successes
the
MIXED COUPLES
more one too. I am 40 very attractive,
perienced thus
One occasionally sees a white
like dancinr
far' I am
-, movies and church. woman in dovaitown Accra, usualconfident than ever that we made
19. I would
daughter,
I
have
a
the wise decision in going daily like to correspond with men who ly in the big shopping centers,
Negro
in 1956. Our organization h a s
are interested regardless of age. tending little fair-skinned
been challenged as never before I will answer all letters and children who call her mother.
in its half century of operation send photo. Miss Ruth Ramsay, I have seen white fathers buyand I believe that we are meet- 48 Chisholm ave., Kingston 13, Ja- ing and demonstrating toys to
their much darker sons with
Mg that challenge. We are not mates. BWI.
wooly hair. And on Saturdays one
making enormous profits nor areread
Chanadntes:
Dearcolumnme.
M
we expecting to hear the wail of your
hZ
,
eel oft
a wolf at our door.
have helped so many people. I 5 feet, 10 inches tall, 175 lbs.,
We have purchased a new press do hope you can help me. I am dark complexion, good dresser.
Promotion director William
and a new home office building, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, weigh 150 Am ambitious, very refined and
Sutton and executive editor
both of which we sorely needed. lbs., have mix gray hair, medium
from a cultured family. I have a
Ellen P. Waters.
Within the coming few months we brown complexion. I am a Baptist
plant to purchase additional equip- by faith, 45 years old. Would like very good job. I like dancing and
ment and finally move into our to correspond with gentlemen 45- sports. Most of all I think I know
ages
new, adequate quarters. The cur- 50 years old. I have a very good how to treat a good wife. Would
Strangely enough, a problem that rent recession has, of course, dis- job and a seven room apartment,
like for her to be around 3 feet, 7
as totally unexpected was the rupted our timetable and delayed neatly furnished and
all paid
ck of conviction on the part of some actions which must be tak- for. The man must have a job inches tall, weighing around 145
ome of our own personnel in the en. Nevertheless, we fully intend and like the better things in life. lbs., 25 to 33 years of age. She
ossibilities of a daily publication, to improve our working conditions If not interested in marriage, can have one or two children.
Another major problem which and become fully installed in our please do not write. Will answer Must have a fair education, a
all letters. Rebecca Mitchell, 476 head for business, neat and know
as anticipated to some extent new quarters in 1958.
W. 143rd St., No. 3, New York how to enjoy life and attend
enters around our editorial op- I cannot close without some ref- 31, N. Y.
church. If not interested in marrations and the means by which erence to the fine spirit and co•••
riage please don't bother to write.
e sought to obtain adequate news operation of the Guild members in Dear Mme.
Chante: I am a J. Harrison, 6125 Kenwood, Chioverage. Unable to meet the fi- the editorial and commercial de- young lady
of 27, height 5 feet, 8 cago, Ill.
ancial requirements of the City partments of the Chicago Defend- inches tall,
•••
weight 170 lbs. Would
ews Bureau, which called for the er during this period of transition like to
correspond with single
Dear Mme. Chante: I am sinsame fees paid by the four metro- and crisis. They know intimately male pen pals,
between 27 and 35. gle and will be very grateful to
politan dailies, we knew we had the difficulties and heartaches I am a
patient at the McRae San- you if you could help me find
to do double duty. We had hoped which have attended the birth of itorium. Please send
photo with companionship. I would like to
that we might qualify with the the Daily Defender and they have letters. Promise to send photo of meet a nice
gentleman between
City News Bureau in the same been a source of strength and in- myself. Miss Willie Bea Stewart,
45-57, 5 feet, 7 inches or over. I
category as the Polish Daily News spiration to us. As we experience P.O. Box 123, Alexander, Ark.
am very business minded, 42 yrs.
and the nine radio stations which the growing pains of our young
• ••
old, weight 151 lbs., brown skin,
buy their service. The directors years, the diseases and afflictions Dear Mme. Chante' I am a very 5 feet, 5 inches
tall. Pease enclose
of the City News Bureau, who of youth, we know that our em- lonely man who
is willing to photo in first letter. Celester Sinare members of the four other ployees are our greatest re- give most anything toward life for gleton, 6310 Ellis Ave. Chicago,
dailies, refused to grant us this source,
just a little happiness. I am 33,

NEW DAILY MEETS CHALLENGE
Defender Wins Friends, Gains
Influence In 2-Year Period
! (Editor s Note: This is a reprint of an article which appeared in Inside Page, a publication of the Chicago Newspaper Guild for its annual Page
One hall when awards are presented to outstandin members
of the working press for excellence.)

Two years and two months have
elapsed since we
made
the
plunge, literally closing our eyes
and gritting our teeth, into the
icy water of a daily publication.
For more than 50 years the Chicago Defender had come out once
a week and in some periods that
had been difficult enough. Nevertheless, on Feb. 6, 1956, we started publishing live times a week.
It was sink or swim.
1 should explain that our decision
to go daily came as a result of
a years of study and deliberation. As printers as well as publishers, we knew that our weekly
business with its peaks and valleys in the costly mechanical dc•
partments was utterly uneconom•
ic.
Secondly. we knew also that it
was becoming impossible to do justice to all of the news of interest
to our community with a weekly
summary. There was too much
news and events moved too swiftly for the old weekly editorial
routine.
' Third. we felt that Chicago as

SO ABSORBED IN DAILY De
feeder is gas station attendant
be pets gasoline in customer s

a whole needed a new daily publication which would not be bound
by any interests nor committed
to any political party and which
could be an acceptable outlet for
minority expression.
It was be-cause of these views
that the Daily Defender was blueprinted as a daily newspaper with
readership appeal beyond any limits of race or partisanship.
Although we were mindful of
the Negro newspaper tradition
which calls for concentration on
news of a racial character, we
were determined not to be limited by that tradition.
Well, now that we have two
years of experience in the daily
field with our new concepts, what
has happened?
I must state first, and without
any hesitation, that the Daily Defender, from the standpoint of
reader acceptance. is the most
successful journalistic enterprise
we have ever undertaken. In
more than 50 years of publishing
newspapers in the major cities of
America — New York, Detroit,
Louisville. Memphis and Chicago
—we had never before published
one that won wider reader response in so short a time
Today we have a growing circulation which is close to 30,000
daily and we closed the first year
with an ABC audited circulation
of 19.067. But these figures do not
tell the full story. They do not
reflect the fact that our premiumpriced weekly — The Chicago Defender, 20 cents a copy — has
been able to maintain most of
its circulation. The great rising

pocket rather than ear tank.
NPW paper created sensation
St Windy City.

PUBLLSHER JOHN SENGSTACKE reads first edition of
Daily paper as it conies off
press. Looking on are (left)

middle class in our community,
which does most of the buying, is
spending a million dollars a year
to purchase our publications. In
addition, we are winning readers
in the general community.
What have been our biggest
problems?
The first and foremost difficulty
was the stubborn refusal of many
advertisers to appreciate the fact
that the Daily Defender circulation, certified by ABC, was and
is as large as we claimed. They
showed far more skepticism than
our readers. Even today we have
not won their full confidence in
the fact that the daily is as widely read as we can prove is the
case.
In this connection. I perhaps
should mention the fact that
many advertisers had been telling us for years that they would
advertise with us if we were a
daily newspaper. Some said it was
a matter of policy not to advertise in weeklies, Now that we have
a successful daily with an audited circulation many of these same
advertisers claim they have a
policy of advertising only in dailies that have been established for
at least five or ten years.
In short, we are subject to the
same discrimination that victimizes Negroes in general.
Nevertheless, despite all t h e
skepticism, double-talk and evasiveness on the part of certain
business interests in the city, we
are beginning to prove our claims
in the area of advertising and to
win new friends for the Daily Defender.
We are particularly gratified by
the growth in classified advertising lineage and the response of
our readership to the classified
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sometimes sees mixed couple,
ing the family shopping with
without brood.
And in these coastal citialG,
finds almost the same vartety
shades of brown or black as
finds among my fellow
Americans.
And even though the great
jority of Africans have a ••
dark brown complexion, th
many peoples in Northern
and in areas far removed the coastal areas that ar•
brown in complexion.
And when these various
groups start moving to the ci
one can easily make the mile
of thinking the few Eur
along this coast must have.
all of their time fraternizing.
NIGHT CLUBS
On a Saturday night almost
ery night club in Ghana will ha
a good representation of mix
couples, usually African worn
and white men. The more out
the way the club is, the
the representation.
It is remarkable to see hog
pertly white men and Wain
have mastered "high life;" a
extremely sexy and suggietiv
dance performed by constanti
bumping and grinding of the hi
with one's partner.
But the great majority ambits
men who fraternize are remit Just
having fun and they havez-1
thousands of broken hearts. and
fatherless children all over tropical Africa.
AN ‘ONERY' CUSS
I Was told of one particular'
onery European who lived •
an African woman four years
gat three children by her.
had a ho.se, good furniture and
car and she was proud,
One day the poor womart:we
to Kumasi to visit her mothe
with the three children. Whist I
returned a week later the'
furniture, and car had beet poi
and her "husband",,had d
for Europe without even les.vitiii
note.
The European "husband" of
other "wife" patiently pole'
to her why he could not talc),
and his two children to E
with him, that he was never
turning to Africa, that she sheid
never try to contact him in gi
rope.
He left hig abandoned fa
three big Income-producing lion
es, an automobile, and a respect
able bank account. Now tits
African woman tries to tearsh he
children that their father we
to Europe on business a '
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A Day In The Life Of Provident's Only Male Student Nurse
•THIS IS A TRIBUTE to a male who has entered a field
usually dominated by females. He is Leonard P. Adams,
currently the only male student nurse in Provident Hospital's School of Nursing, on Chicago's South side. Your
Defender's second front feature this week carries Nurse
Adams through a routine day.

• IT BEGINS as Adams checks his daily schedule with
Mrs. Annie Lane, acting educational director, before beginning his round of activities. The 29-year-old student nurse
became interested in nursing while serving as a surgical
technician at Mt. Sinai hospital. His first contact with the
operating room came when the Navy sent him to a school
for surgical technicians in Maryland.
'
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•A LONE MALE in a classroom of girls, Adams suffers
no discomfiture. In fact, he
states that his previous experience in hospitals gives
him an advantage over most
of his classmates. Adams believes that his female counterparts selected him as president of the Class of 1960 because he was the only male.
Prior to entering service and
immediately after his return,
udi the Chicagoan was a leather
cutter in a luggage manufacturing concern. The student
nurse says that he has never
known any work as satisfying
as nursing.

• INSTRUCTIONS IN DIET preparation are given to student nurse
Adams by Miss Aline Brown, dietetics instructor. The current phase of
Adams' training centers in the diet kitchen, which is an integral part of
his schooling. He checks the trays along with his instructor to see that
each one is not only attractive but that each patient receives the correct
kinds of food recommended by his doctor. Leonard is a native of Chicago
and is a graduate of St. Elizabeth grammar and high school.
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Mildred Wakelr assists as
• ONE OF DUTIES — Nurse
Mattie Banks.
Adams takes blood pressure of patient, Mrs. working with
in
age
disadvant
no
finds
student
male
The
that the patients
the patients because he is a man. He says
over his chosen
curiosity
their
satisfy
they
accept him after

profession. Many patients think that he is an interne until
he tells them better. Then they ask him many questions
about how he happened to choose nursing since there are so
few males in the field.

• END OF A DAY of classes, reports and patient care finds Adams relaxing with a textbook in the parlor of Provident's Nursing Education
building. A full member of the student team, Adams is also a member
of the student nurse chorus. Discussing the possible advantages of hospitals hiring male nurses, Adams feels that they are more reliable and can
be expected to remain on the job longer. A bachelor "going steady," the
young man lives with his mother. Mrs. Myrtle O'Connor and an aunt, Mrs.
Ethel Wesley on the South side of Chicago. (Story inside).
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After Flight
To Florida

13)
Mrs. Louise Parker, business
manager for the Southside Sweethearts Social club flew to Tampa, Fla., recently, and traveled
with her husband Herman "Little Junior" Parker for several
days.
Mr. Parker is a Duke recording
artist, and will be traveling to
the West coast after completing
seacoast.
During her Florida visit, Mrs.
Parker visited Orlando, Miami
and St. Petersburg before returning home by way of Atlanta. En
route to Tampa she changed planes
in New Orleans.
She arrived home in time for
the club's Silver Dollar Ball,
which was held recently at 232
Madder st.

Last week's news is dominated, siding from the stage, the twenty
but completely, with events sur- white-tie attired escorts made a
rounding the twenty lovely buds precision-like march to the ballwho made their formal bows to room floor, where they formed a
society at the brilliant Kappa Al- double circle. As Mr. Walker callpha Psi Debutante Ball, Friday ed the name of each debutante,
they emerged singly from a renight, at Club Ebony.
volving oval red covered door,
DEBUTANTE PARTIES
Miss Angela Griffin Owen, beau- with its white glittered concave intiful daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- side turning to present the beautiliam F. Owen, was complimented ful debutantes, who carried formal
at a lovely party given by Mrs. bouquets of red carnations poised
Maude Bright and Mrs. Mae Ola on yellow satin pouts with,cascadMebane, at Mrs. Mebane's lovely ing red satin ribbon streamers.
Smathers Chapel CHF. church
MISS VERA IA)UISE BRUCE
ENTHUSIASTIC HOMEMAKMay 25, at 8 p. m. at 140 1-2
Boston at. home, Saturday a week Stepping out, each debutanta inwill become the bride of Isaion June 8. She is the daughERS — These members of the
Hernando street. Some of the
trans.
was
home
Mebane
walkThe
bow,
ago.
dividually made a deep
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
ah F. Tate, jr., ia nuptial
LaRita Homemakers club are
city's top modeling artists will
formed into a bower of pink and ed the length of the brilliantly
L. Bruce, of 3661 Neely rd.
services to be held at the
quite enthusiastic about their
appear in the show. The affair
white dogwood blooms throughout, flood-lit and spot-lighted ramp, to
plans for the club's ninth anwill be highlighted by the corohighlighted with soft pink and be met by her father or male relanual "Evening of Charm"
nation ceremony of the 1958
white decorations. Hi-fl, games tive, descended the steps and was
which will be held Sunday.
A former Chicagoan who is now
a good time - as only presented to her escort, and they
and
a librarian in New York, is one
teen-agers can have — provided then took a respective place in the
of ten women now visiting West
a lovely party, to which members double circle.
Germany on a study tour as the
of the younger set, friends of Miss
of
their
the
order
Debutantes
in
Griffin, were invited.
guests of the German federal govpresentation were Miss Geraldine
SR.HOUETTES HONOR
The engagement of Miss Vera of Mr. and Mrs. Isiah F. Tate, ernment.
Bell, Miss Carol Ann Billops, Miss
DEBS AT RECEPTION
L. Bruce, the daughter of Mr. Sr., of 1701 Ahoy rd., and is a Mrs. Regina M. Andrews, daughMisses
Mary
Heath,
the
Jacqueline
The following day, the Silhouetsr., graduate of Geeter High school. ter of the late Atty. William G.
Josephine and Mary Catherine and Mrs. Joseph L. Bruce,
tes — wives, sweethearts and sisof 3661 Neely rd., to Isaiah F. He is employed by Sears, Roe- Anderson, noted Chicago. lawyer,
Miss
Glensie
twin
debs;
Taylor,
ters of members of the alumni
Tate, jr., was made known recent- buck and company.
will return to the States May 20
Mae Thomas, Miss Betty Ann Wilchapter of Kappa, entertained the
Miss Bruce is the granddaughly by her parents.
Mason,
Alma
Patricia
liams,
Miss
The purpose of the trip is to acwhich
gave
debs at a lovely party.
will be exchanged by the ter of Mrs. Ella Bruce, of MemVows
invited guests an opportunity to Miss Angela Owen, Miss Doris couple on June 8 at the Smathers phis, and of the late Alonzo Bruce quaint visitors with the country,
view the many.splendored talents Thomas, Miss Gwendolyn Mann- Chapel CME church.
and the late Mr. and Mrs. John its federal republic and other
ing, Miss Evelyn Bell, Miss Eleaspheres of special interest.
of the 1958 Debutante. Club.
Miss Bruce was graduated from H. Allen.
Dainty refreshments and punch nor Cole, Miss Jo Ann Mayo, Miss the Manassas High school and
Mr. Tate is the grandson of the The librarian is the wife of Atty.
were served from a handsome ta- Dorothy Marie Seaborn, Miss Ani- later from the Business Institute late Mr. and Mrs. Ed Tate and William T. Andrews, former mem- They're easy to bake and cerorange flavoring. The crusty topble centered with a formal mass ta Leverne Siggers, Miss Natalie in Milwaukee, Wis.
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt ber of the New York State legisla- tain to win compliments — these
ping is a mixture of sugar and
of red carnations forming a pic- Craft, Miss Lois Hampton, Miss
ture.
The bridegroom-elect is the son Fields.
muf- grated orange rind, sweet to
golden
orange - apricot
turesque centerpiece on the rare Milared Thomas, Miss Josephine
fins — and they will please you taste and attractive in color.
Watkins and Miss Alice Faye Harlace 'tablecloth.
and your family.
Our recipe for golden muffins
Instrumental music at the piano mon.
It takes just a few minutes to call for enriched self-rising flour.
was provided by the Misses Ger- The debutantes were a vision of
mix the batter for a dozen gold- Because the baking powder and
eldine Bell, Josephine Watkins, loveliness in bouftaat white ball
en muffins, and what an invest- salt are already added to selfPatricia Mason and Mildred Thom- gowns.
ment those few minutes can be. rising, you would need to add 2 1-2
as— with Miss Evelyn Bell play- THE COTILLION
The tangy orange-apriant flavor teaspoons baking powder and 1
ing a clarinet solo.
Immediately upon the presentaPoole
and
Elfreida
Taylor.
Jeanette
who
COLUMBIA,
S.
C
—
Second and third nrizes in the promises to highlight breakfast, teaspoon salt if you use plain
Dramatic readings were given tion of the last debutante, the debs
sang "I Love You Truly" Delores
by Misses Betty Williams, Doro- and their escorts executed a lovely Kelly of 13lythwood, S C., was
skit competition went to Zeta Phi lunch or dinner. Team them up flour.
James,
the
bride;
Edward
RobinBe sure to use enriched flour,
thy Seaborn, Anita Siggers and cotillion which was followed by a crowned "Miss Jabberwock" reBeta sorority and Omega Psi Phi with a glass of milk at snack-time
Carolyn Billops. Interest in the! grand deb waltz. Following t h e cently ln an impressive service son, the groom; bridesmaids Joan fraternity. The Zeta's skit was to make them double-good. Good for enrichment promises your
Johnson,
Barbara
Watson
and
Sathe
numbers
by
fund
family
three neaded B-vitamins
shown
scholarsip
dance was
titled, "Catch A Falling Star," to eat and good for you.
waltz, the participating members during the annual
executed by Miss Angela Owen, of the fraternity presented the Sil- program sponsored jointly by die B. Hussey; groomsmen Odell and the Omega's, "Love Me or
A bright treat for breakfast, and food iron.
Williams and Rudolph Jones.
. who performed an intricate toe houettes with gifts, and forming a Gamma Pi chapters of Delta SigLeave Me."
Golden Muffins will also bring a GOLDEN MUFFINS'
The most popular act during the
the Bened ance number svith overtures of
A group of beautiful and talent- new taste experience to lunch or 2 cups sifted enriched self- •
I
sang their Kappa Sweet- ma Theta sorority on
two-hour
show,
however,
was
an
campus.
calypso music and costume ... a'circ-e,
college
dict
rising flour
miss heart and Pin songs. Miss Cecelia
interpretative dance by pretty ed ballet dancers from Allen, led dinner. The fruit flavor combines
suave hot-cha-cha solo by
Gamma Upsilon and Gamma Pi Princetta Sykes, Allen university by Pearl June Thomas, appeared nicely with many main dishes, 1-4 cup sugar
sharee of the trainWilIsawas
in
Gwendolyn Manning and Joseph B.
Greek
letter
undergraduate
are
and
the
crunchy
texture
of
the
non.competitiVe
numbers
1 egg beaten
for the Cotillion.
switchboard operator, who capti- in three
Westbrook . . . a lovely ballet mg
societies on the campuses of Bene- vated the crowd with her spark- on the program.
topping is a wonderful contrast to 1 cup milk
trio included the Misses Mary Scores of guests were present... dict college and Allen university.
luncheon
salads.
2
tablespoons melted butter
ling routine as the flirtatious Bess
Following the
Josephine and Mary Catherine Tay- with many seated at tables highMore than 500 persons were or. of Gershwin' folk opera, "Porgy dance was held In the Benedict These
easy.to7make
muffins V2 teaspoon orange extract
lor and Jo Anne Mayo, and a tap lighted with flowers carrying out hand for the Jabberwock titled
and Bess."
gym.
contain chopped dried apricot and 3-4 cup chopped dried appricots
dance duo by Miss Jacqueline the Kappa colors... including that "April Love" -- which featured
Heath and Miss Alice Faye liar- of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wynn, the music, dancing and skits by stu- Felder, who sang "Summertime,"
and James Bright, accompanist.
'non.
chairman of this year's ball, where dents and guest artists.
In the "Miss Jabberwock" conVocal solos were rendered by their table featurcc several cenThe first prizewInning skit that test, Miss Kelly nosed out Martinia
Miss Doris Thomas, Miss Natalie terpieces of
yellow chrysanthethe audience Zimmerman of Union, second
Craft and Miss Eleanor Cole. Mo- mums poised against a red back- drew praises from
deling smart clothes created by ground. Guests at the Wynn's table and judges was a wedding scene place winner, and Sandra L. White
themselves, were Miss Glenzie included Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wil- presented by members of Alpha of Sumter, third place winner.
Thomas and Miss Lois Hampton. liams Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wil- Kappa Alpha sorority and Alpha Other contestants were Joan
Guests present included Mr. and lis, Mr. and Mrs. John Sims, Mr. Phi Alpha fraternity of Benedict. Braley of Columbia, Minnie Adams
Mrs. Arthur L. Odell, Miss Inez and Mrs. R. Thompson, Mr. and It was titled, "April Love, One of Hopkins, May Alice Tolbert of
Fountain Inn and Margaret WilTate, Mrs. Stafford Bell, Mrs. Jes- Mrs. Charles R. Iles, Jr., Mrs. Year Old."
Participants included James son of Columbia.
ale Bell, Mrs. Mildred Crowder, Charlesteen Miles "your scribe,"
Mrs. Celia Seaborn, Mrs. Virgie
land Mr. and Mrs.'0. L. Bandon.
Triplett, Mrs. Naomi Glass, Miss
Other guests sighted were Atty.
Jo Anna Berry, Mrs. Msrion Ber- '
and Mrs. A. W. Willis, Lawrence
ry, Mr. and Mrs. Hallie Thomas,
Westley and Miss Cecelia Willis,
Mrs. William F. Owen, Mrs. NanVasco Smith, Mrs.
nie Rosser, Little Miss Lynne Ul- Dr. and Mrs.
en, Miss Jewel Gentry, Mrs. Au- Rubye Gadison, Atty. and Mrs. R.
drey Harmon, Mrs. Myrtle Was. B. Sugarmon, Mr. and Mrs. O'FarAlpha Gamma Sigma Chapter of the sorors held a ward party at
king, Mrs. Pearl Harris, Mrs. rel Nelson, Mrs. Taylor, C. D.
Hayes, Mrs. T. H. Hayes, Jr., Dr. Delta Sigma Theta sorority has! Kennedy Veterans Administration
Ophelia Thomas, Mrs. Fred
Fairy' and Mrs. T. Northcross Mr. and announced final plans for Mu' hospital. The patients were enterMrs. Parthenia Taylor, Mrs.Heath,
tained with a program followed
Week observance this week.
Peyton, Ted Craft, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Frank Kilpatrick, Mr. and
Attracting the largest crowds by games. Refreshments and gifts
Cochrane, Jesse Mason, Mrs. Er- Mrs. John Parker, Dr. and Mrs.
will be the annual Breakfast for and favors were distributed. The
nestine Tate, Stanley Mack. Sam- Arthur E. Horne, Mr. and Mrs.
M'Lady on Saturday, May 10, and sorority will also donate submy Thomas and Benny Harmon. L. Alex Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
a new attraction, the Afternoon of scriptions of Ebony magazine to
Also present were members of Marion Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Chant, special chsrm school for the West Tennessee hospital. MaKappa Alpha Psi fraternity and Galloway, Mr. and Mrs. James E.
terials for crafts and handiwork
high school senior girls.
members of Silhouettes.
Herndon, Mr. and Mrs. Alex DuMore than 400 girls were ex- will be given to the inmates of
Mrs. Ernest Abron, chairman of! mas, Mrs. B. Carrothers Bland,
pected to gather in the auditorium Shelby Cont.), hospital.
the debutante club, irtrodused Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Booth, Dr.
of Booker T. Washington High
Final plans for Breakfast for
Floyd Campbell, president of the and Mrs. Leland Atkins and Dr.
school on Tuesday, May 8, from M'Lady are being completed. The
Silhouettes, who expressed appre- and Mrs. Frederick Rivers,
4 to 6 p. m., to hear consultants waitresses will be eye-catching
ciation to the fraternity, guests
Also Mrs. 0, B. Braithwaite, from various areas related to models of charm and efficiency
and the debs; and presented Elmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Lewis, Jr., CHARM. Special discussions and as they perform their duties
Henderson, president of the AlumMrs. R. S. Lewis, Sr., Mr. and questions and answer periods were under the guidance of Wilmer
ni chapter, who stated his organiMrs J. A. Hayes, Mr. and Mrs. to follow the presentation of each Stockton. headwaiter of the Pea:
zation's appreciation of the efforts
William Roach, Mr. and Mrs. John consultant.
body hotel. The models in the
of their Silhouettes in making pos-,
Johnson
Areas included were BEAUTY fashion show will grace the run' Mr. and Mrs. James
sible their annual debutants ball.
Jones, airs. Ann Hall and Williamn HINTS, hair styles, make-up, skin ways and help M'Lady decide the
THE DEBUTANTE BALL
Weathers, Elmer Henderson and problem; teen age fashions, colors.
of the sack verIn a brilliant Cinderella's Ball Mrs. Charlesetta Branham, Mr. and styles and figures, correct attire burning question
sus the chemise. Prizes will go to
setting. , . complete with its red- Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew, Mrs. walking, sitting, standing; boy-girl
many lucky guests, starting with
turreted castle, a capacity filled Doris Bodden, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph relationships; how to rate a date,
the early arrivals who will receive
socialites
of
Memphis
ballroom
Westbrooks, Mrs. Helen Shelby, date problems, wise anSwers to corsages.
were guests of the Memphis Alum- Melvin Conley, Mrs. Andrew Bo- dating questions.
The breakfest will also mark
ni Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi berts, Mrs. John R. Arnold and
Invitations were extended to all
fraternity, at the annual Deb- Charles Tarpley, others present' girls in the senior classes of all the culmination of the Junior Miss
utante Presentation held Friday, were Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Tar.' high schools in Memphis area. contest. The winner will be announced ard she will receive a
May 2, at Club Ebony.
pley, Mr. and Mrs. William F. Souvenirs were given each girl
cash gift as will other ranking
On entering the ballroom. guests Owen. Mr. and Mrs. George Mar. and refreshments served
contestants. Contestants include
were greeted at a wrought-iron vey, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Nabors,
On Wednesday evening, May 7,
Be sure to hear this big half hour of spiritual
Misses Rose Ann Cooper of Hamilpale greenery draped flanked on Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Miss
ton; Rubystein Clark of Manas•
and gospel songs, sung for you by the country's
either side by life-size artist cut- Martha Anderson and Benny Tate. and Mrs. Robert Mebane, Mrs. ass: Evelyn Richmond, Melrose;
outs of debutantes, complete to Mrs, Clementine Hughes and Jo- Cloteal Shackelford and eGorp,e Lewis, Carver; and Barbara Grifmost famous singing groups!
their tiered white paper ballgowns genii Atkins. Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Toles, Mrs. Maude Bright, Mr. and fin of Booker T. Washington.
aglow. On entering the ballroom ,Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. Maceo Wal- Mrs. Charles Phillips, Mr. and Mrs.
Proceeds from the financial efA few of the famous singers you'll hear are:
floor, more of the life-size dec. ker. Mrs. Julian Kelso, Mr. and George Harvey, Mr. and Mrs Dud- forts of the sorority will be used
orative deb cut-outs adorned each Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs ley Baskerville, Mr. and Mrs. Er- to provide a scholarship to some
The Dixie Humming Birds The Roberta Martin Singers
post around the ballroom floor. H. A. Gilliam, Mr. and Mrs. Sam nest Brazzle, Mr. and Mrs. An girl attending college this Fall. The
The orchestra stand was covered Helms, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ah- derson Bridge, Mr. and Mrs. Gar- . recipient will be announced at
The Swon Silvertones
The Davis Sisters
in the red and yellow colors of the rota Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bethel, mer Currie, Dr. and Mrs. A. R. Breakfast for M'Lady.
Phillips,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Utillis
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Carter
and
Dr.
and
fraternity, and highlighted with
The Staple Singers
The Ward Singers
BM.
twenty cut-outs glittered slippers, jr.,
If YOU
Seen also were Mr. and Mrs.
and
Mrs.
hand
were
Mr.
Also
on
the
bearing
first
name
of
the
each
Consult your local newspaper for time and station.
Leroy Young, Mr. and Mrs. Clar- Oliver Johnson, Atty. and Mrs. A. CAN
debutantes of this year's presentaiNn A
ence Pope, Miss Geraldine Pope, A. Letting, Mr. and Mrs. Watkins
tion. The diamond-shaped Kappa
BETTER
Dr. and Mrs. I. A. Watson, jr., of Cleveland, Ohio; Louis Johnson
pin emblazoned the scene.
BOURBON
Dr. and Mrs J. S Byes, Dr and of Los Angeles. California, Mr. and
This new program will be brought
All interest was focused on the Mrs. W. 0, Speight, jr., Mr. end
BUY IT.
I Mrs. Howard Pinkston, Mr. and
castle cut-out which covered the Mrs. Wilmer Stockton, Mr. and
' Mrs. Charles hPillips, Mr. and Mrs.
to you by Pet Milk Company,
entire north wall of the ballroom Mrs. Gerald Howell, Harold I.
H. T. Prater, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
The medieval castle was made Johns. Mrs. Vivian White, Mrs. Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
makers of America's first evapoeven more authentic by the
Lonnie Lee Mrs• Josephine Per- Strong, Mr. and Mrs. George Saun•
longi
rated milk and other fine quality
elevated ramp which extended to kiss, Dr. and Mrs. Horace Frazier ders, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Snell,
the middle of the ballroom floor— of Nashville, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Springer, Mr. and Mrs. Hats
products since 1885.
forming the castle's moat. which Emmitt Simon, Mr. and Mrs. Tay- my A. Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
instead of water, held tables 01S lor Ward, Mr. nil Mrs. George Fred Waterford, Mr. and 7? ^
vantage-seated guestsClark, Mrs. Janet Arnold Soy- Fred Waterford, Mrs. A. W. Willis,
PRESENTATION
'mour, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lewis, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Robert VerWith Mr. A. Maceo Walker pre- IDr. and Mrs. E. Frank White, Mr. t brough,.. and many, many more.

Students See Miss Jabberwock
Crowned In Impressive Ceremony

Deltas' Exciting Honor
For M'Lady On May 10

The 1
the hist
gress of
fel at
day, Ai
meeting
The 1
Mayor
with rei
Jackson
James I
ty Schot
high scl
tresentim
Cad Mr
presiden
On
general
college
lfent of

dress.

The 1
Wal a

club queen, Mrs. Dorothy
Jones. Thrilled by some of the
fashions to be presented are.
left to right: Mrs Alma MOr•
ris, Mrs. T. Cora Smith, Mrs.
Jimmie Lois Burson and Mrs.
Cora Bell.
Orange Sugar
Sift together flour and sugar.
Combine egg, milk, melted butter
and orange extract. Add liquid to
flour mixture, stirring only until
flour is moistened. Stir in apricot.
Fill greased muffin cups 2-3 fulls
Sprinkle Orange Sugar over mu?.
fin batter. Bake in hot oven (425
F.) 20 minutes. Break open while
still hot and pop a pat of butter
between the two halves. Makes
12 medium-sized (2 inch) muffins.
ORANGE SUGAR:
1-4 cup sugar
1 tablespoon grated orange rind
Combine sugar and orange rind
mixing well,
LEGS ARE SHOWING
Legs are showing again! Because the silhouette has been
made cleaner and mobile, skirts
are shorter. Just how short they
should be, depends on how much
your legs can stand. This short
em skirt — from 15,2 to IT inch
es from the floor — looks best on
the young figure.
St. Louis designers recogniz
It is a choice to be made individually, and allow for hem ad
justments. Stand in front of you
mirror, they say, and choose
length that is most becoming. Ge
erally just below the knee
right.
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Weekend
For Mothers
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WASHINGTON, D C — Seine
200 mothers of Howard university
coeds are expected to gather at
Howard next week for the imivereity's 20th annual Mother-Daughter Weekend. The program begins
at 2 p.m. Friday. May 9 and conThe largest PTA gathering in' Miss Harris Houston, Miss Homes
cludes Sunday afternoon.
Ihe history of the Tennessee Con- . Hardy, end Miss Eva Broome,
The theme of this year's progress of Parents and Teachers clos• Serving as ushers for the fatal;
, grain will be "Home: The Fored at Merry High school Satur were Mesdames Darnell, Doris
gotten Nucleus." The theme will
day. April
after a three-dal Price, Georgia Kelley, and Gladys
be developed during a workshop
meeting.
Collins.
Saturday morning and at religious
The group was welcomed by
The honorable A. Clayton Powell
services on Sunday.
• Mayor George Smith, of Jackson, was broaght to Jackson themell
Miss Elsie Austin, evecutive diwith remarks By Supt. D. E. Ray, the efforts of the Madison Count,
rector of the National Council of
Jackson City Schools: Supt • Voters League, of which Mr. J.'
Negro Women, will be the keynote
lames L. Walker, Madison Coun- Merry serves as chairman The
speaker for the workshop. Her
ty Schools, T R. White of Merry co-chairman is Rev..0 Z. Me.
address will be followed by a
High school; Rev. McKelvey. rep- Kinnon. secretary; Miss E v a
panel discusefon of the conference
resenting the Ministerial Alliance, Broome, and Wallace Perkins.
theme.
and Mrs. G. M. Bumpus, state treasurer. Atty. J. E. Ballard, not
Panelists include Dr. Sadie D.
eel Jackson attorney, and naem
president.
St. Clair. profesor of history at
league,
the
was
of
her
et
master
District of Columbia Teachers colOn Friday morning another
ceremonies for the occasion
lege; Mrs. Viola Lee, assistant
general session was staged with
S DAY OBSERVED
'
MEN
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Is Rock'N Roll Fighting For Life.

DEFENDER
Sat., May 10, 1955

Reporter Finds
Guitar Vs 'Sax'
The Real Story
The 'teenagers themselves must
By HILDA SEE
be given a note or two anent the
the
The person who thought up
Popularity of the rock'n roll. Cerslogan "long live the king" must tainly the group. known as "The
only
have hoped his plea not
Teenagers'' starring little Frankie
panned out but that it would stand Lymon rated raves during its
resentments
and
dyup under all
tenure and prior to the split that
ing fancies that often thin lights sen Frankie on his separate ways
Honor."
And while Presley is known as
of "Hie
' There is no question but what "Mr. Rock'N Roll" there are othrock'n roll is the icing of music ers of the younger set with suitstyles, especially where the na- able. claims. The list would include
tion's and world's youth has it Tommy Sands, The Eberly Brothsay. And I for one admit lack of era, "Ricky" Nelson, the newest
facts suggest the plea and hope sensation Jerry E. Lewis, "Counthat "long live" will prevail in try" Rogers and many, many
case of this music has become more.
contaminated and is diminishing. At the start of the jitterbug era
A
' As long as there is fire in na- 'twas the loud taxing of "YardRUSTY BRYANT
CHUCK BERRY
tion's younger set there will be bird' Parker, Coleman Hawkins,
tock'n roll style of music. Not Lester Young, Illinois Jacquet and
even the old jitterbug and cherles- a number of others were the kings.
ton matched it for sheer sock. There were top guitarists in that
Nor were their paths strewn with day including T-Bone Walker,
as much "something happens" as Lonnie Johnson and others riding
IVORY JOE HUNTER
they say along the juvenile stem. the wave of popularity but they
But there is a cloud in the skies, were overshadowed by the loud.
particularly from promoter; point horn tooters. And then came Elvis
of view. While they may not say Presley, Little Richard, SCIVIIITIso box office "take" at rock'n roll ing Jay Hawkins, to join Fats
promotions are all too often find. Domino, Ivory Joe Hunter and
ing there is "nothing happening" many others and the windulum
for comfort. And to check with the swung again. The artists, all of
peering on the Ed Sullivan show
By ROB ROY
youngsters who pay the freight whom are mentioned above plus
Is it the music style; the instru- was not shown from the hips down,
By AL MONROE
didate to take over where Bing is only to hear the all too often many others are still going strong
ments or the carrying on of the just above the waist. And quite
don't like indicating "the king still lives."
Crosby was once bracketed. — repeated expression
DUKE ELLINGTON who gave
artists that sets the pace a n d a few of his followers told this reOR MATHIS is another Sinatra, going to rock'n roll concerts too But alarming indeed is fact that
crazed tempo for jitterbugs and porter "I didn't think Elvis was
Broadway and the nation "Beg- Como, Cole, Crosby in the making. often," and some even add, "any rock'n roll packages are not
'teenagers to go crazy, oh, so so hot on television. He didn't
ELVIS PRESLEY
gar's Holiday," first of the socko "THEN ADD" he is quite a dis- more."
breaking down doors as once hapseem to have the pep and give
crazy at concerts?
Interracial shows RETURNS TO tance ahead of the rest of the With the nation's youth contin- pened. Could be shortage of money
They
as
CBS-TV made that decision.
In many attempts to pin down out with the kicks as much
THE SCENE this fall with another young field."
uing on the "hep cat kick" it can and the approaching shadow of
wished
did it not because they
the important points involved we usual."
"'hopeful" to he titled "Saturday
•••
hardly be said that groovy music another depression is the king-killon the Elvis po
have met only stone walls? In What they have been saying is to cut down appease
Laughter." SHOW IS BASED on ARTISTS, TELEVISION brass is becoming passe because the ing wolfs/. What is happening or
the censo,
to
fact the youngsters themselves do Elvis sans the hip movements is larity but
Peter Abraham's "Mine Boy" with and Madison Avenue where shows "square element" is taking over. the lack of something happening
eliminate possible criticism
not know. All they know to say not as good as when he, unlike and
book written by Herbert Martin are sold all sat with their fingers Far be it from this corner to make isn't clear in this corner. meaning
viewers in nation's
T-BONE WALKER
when answering is "Don't know, Marilyn Monroe, Jayne Mansfield, from parent
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West Coast titled "Jump For Joy." show or dim its chances to con- guitar.
suppose we charge it up to tele- he still lives."
the average 'teenquote
to
the
on
But
focus
failed
to
• .
cameras
to
fanciers
happens
credit for what
tinuance. — IT WAS announced
questioned "Don't know. II
say
In
ager
they
figure
as
full
Presley
concert.
roll
rock'n
attending
a
t PERRY COMO'S May 17 show, at the show's programming that
something to you.
For example Elvis Presley ap- photog circles. Ed Sullivan and does
NBC-TV will feature the famed this was to be a "test show" with
Mills Brothers and Ray Charles chances of a regular weekly
singers. — MILLS BOYS, doe to broadcast if the viewers' appeal
their unique rhythm and melody was sufficiently high. — T H E
are perfect for television, so say RATINGS aren't in yet so the parnation's top critics. — BACK TO ties involved still sit with crossed
ELLINGTON, the Jungle Rhythm fingers.
King and ork will guestestar with
•••
By ROB ROY
tainment circles loathe being ig- had they been made and for the
Danny Thomas and Oscar Peter. THERE HAVE been several letnored by their public while another reasons stated above.
The question why do so many
sou on benent bill for Catholic ters of
In recent weeks fandom and
criticism over this corner's Hollywood marriages fail is one figure, bsi it spouse or friend reInterracial Councll in Chicago's
ceives 'top billing" from the auto- self styled "insiders" have matchEighth Street theatre night of June and Nat King Cole's suggestion of that no one has bothered to ans- graph hounds and others who ed Frank Sinatra and Lauren Ba18. — JOHNNY' MATHS makes a gradual and educational system wer, particularly with claims of would ordinarily shower attention call romantically even to the point
ketone trip to Las Vegas' hotel for interracial movies. — HOW. accuracy, but there is one sug- on the "victim," as so often hap- of suggesting marriage. The match
Bands upon completion of current EVER CRITICAL the letters this gestion that should not go over- pens.
was not made and in fairness to
finds
common looked. The matter of public atengagement at Chicago's Black correspondent
Friends forming their own opin: both parties 'evolved, neither had
tention.
sense
in
the
suggestion that Hollyas much to say about such a plan
Orchid cafe.
Public heroes and those who Ion have made numerous match- as
•••
wood allow the Negro to prove the
did the public that decided the
boast of popularity with fandom, es that never came off and would
potency
of
his
acting
to
wedding should take place.
Dixie
and
I ATTENTION FRIENDS a n d
particularly in sports and enter- very likely roamed stormily along
other
sections
with
stories
that
are
backers of Johnny Mathis. Your
This is hardly a new situation,
hero is a natural artist with okay uplifting before attempting to
Certainly there have been other
such cases in the past, many of
rating today and the potential for force a lot of trash down the conthem just as important and also
the greatest of all time honors in sinners throats just to be able to
equally as far fetched. Many years
his particular field which is sing- say "we sold an interracial film."
ago the public including many
ing. — Y 0 U HAVE EVERY SO FAR DIXIE and the other
columnists who should know better
REASON to love the guy. We do sections that object to Negroes
than to guess, had Lena Horne
and so do millions of others who have only been given chance to
and Joe Louis actually enroute to
see in the guy something that is see films that were stereotyped
the altar. This was one marriage
lacking in many, oh, so. many AND SHOW Seplans at their worst.
that couldn't piss, they said. Yet,
rivals. — HOWEVER SUPPOSE Change the setting and there is no
it did miss and by several rowe be sensible about it all AND doubt that respect for the Negro
mances. Sure Joe and Lena were
NOT soreheads to the extent that in pictures will mount.
friends. What would you expect
we cannot stand to read of his
of the nation's number one fighter
being criticized in the smallest deand the top female movie star of
gree.
JUST REMEMBER no
the period? If they happened on
one is perfect. — BETTER YET
a given scene at same time both
let's face the facts and realize that
would be seated in "choice chairs"
when a fellow hears the very top
and the better seats at any gaththere are always those who peak
ering are in same section.
into his affairs and come up with
More recently the gossips electshown with his brother Prince
Christy Tugela of Nigeria one
"KING FREDDIE" as he is
something to prohibit his being
ed to marry off Sammy Davis,
Henry of Buganda, recently
recent visit to London.
is
right,
intimates,
to
known
Danny Overbea and his guitar
called "the perfect one." I AM
jr., to you guessed it. Earths Kitt.
married and an • I d friend
Whenever the two fine artists were
.SURE Johnny would prefer it that plus Monte Montgomery offer the
seen together the public elected to
way. —TWENTY MILLION attraction at Club Escapades, 4640
term the association "romance."
FRENCHMEN cannot be wrong Cottage Grove tonight. On bandYou must remember this one failand oertainly that many have stand also is the socksational Jack
ed to materialize. Sammy is maragreed Johnny has what it takes.— Cooley band.
ried to Corey White. a friend of
SO LET'S NOT see "red" each Over at Lola's Cocktail lounge
long standing and Earths is still
time someone expresses an opin- 7447 Cottage Grove there is a colMiss Kitt.
ion that usually adds up to "in lection of greats handling the muIt isn't easy for stars at the
time they'll point to Johnny as sic and song nightly and Sunday
very top to stand or sit by and
greatest of the greats." I AM afternoons. Included in the huge
watch
autograph hounds rush anSURE Mathis would prefer his cast of performers are Willie MaLONDON — The Kabaka of Bu- land, waiting to drink a toast to dent can make such a bold statewhen the two went out together, other ace for "just a signature."
JOE LOUIS and wife Rose
friends say: "Johnny is our can- hon and for weekends Riley Blues.
Freddie to his inti- his return to the land of his exile. ment on the family matters of a
It may not dim the spotlighting of ganda (King
a condition that was hardly
Morgan, he with fame and she
from Menge, Last month, reports that King public figure without indicating
the artist being overlooked but mates) journeyed
disturbing to Rose, a wealthy
with cash cannot be classified
has a palace Freddie wished to divorce his his information sources."
that, so feels the neglected one, Buganda, where he
beautician with national ratalong with the others mentiongold, to wife and marry her sister came The truth of the matter is that
is a matter of opinion. An opinion furnished in ice-blue and
ing within a limited circle.
ed here. Certainly more "pubLondon as a shock in London and Kam
they do not choose to have based a cottage in Ebury Mews,
the Kabaka, though popular
lic' sought loe's autograph
pale. The reports said the Kabaon facts at hand. Just as we see —the home of his brother, Prince
among his people whom he 'Idea
this so do many of the nation's Henry. The occasion was t h e ka also wanted to disinherit
stars. As a result they much pre- wedding of his friend and former Queen Damali's son in favour of with great efficiency and
eightnm, exis, inevitably in an
fer being married to someone who aide-de-camp Capt. Ronald Owen. a child of Sarah, her younger sister.
tremely exposed position. A n d
isn't so likely to' be the object a
It was the first time King FredThe Kabaka was greatly aston- throughout history, there has althe attention of autograph hounds,
die had been back to Britain since ished at these allegations: "While
that would other wise be looking
ways been the "chosen" few ready
exile by everybody is at liberty to specuin their particular direction. The he was released from
to pounce on any alight excuse
BATON ROUGE, La. — The Di- and author.
pudding. the British Colonial Office.
late on any individuals domestic exaggerate anything that doe
vision of Music at Southern uni- The weeks activities began on proof isn't exactly in the
reasoning in
His arrival heralded evidence of affairs, it is difficult to under- not seem ordinary in a King's
versity is observing National Mu- Monday with a presentation by Yet there is some
the point. Maybe Hollywood stars the undertones and possible ideol- stand how a responsible correspon- behaviour.
sic Week with a festival of choral the University Opera Workshop,1
would be better off and en/on ogical conflicts likely to beset Bumusic that includes national art- under the direction of Alfred Griflonger wedded life if they used ganda in the future. Said Mr. Abu
ists and top academic men in the fin, member of the Southern Colthis as measuring stick before Mayanja, a founder member of
field of music presented in con- vesity Music staff.
I saying "I do!"
the Uganda National Congress,
certs and workshops.
who hitch-hiked to the airport to
Among the artists and consultkneel at King Freddie's feet:
ants are Rawn Spearman. tenor"Our first task will be to kick
baritone, who has won internationout the British, then find a way
al acclaim as a concert artist on
of government which may op may
stage and screen. He has recently
not include the king."
returned from a triumphal tour
Rehearsals for the new talent all contributing to make the "Wow
A suave King Freddie, completeof Europe and Australia.
to hit the jackpot." Wald declared
By LEE BELSER
packed and fast moving musical What A
Girl" show o n
I
ly unperturbed, entered the EbuHortense
Another
includes
notable
HOLLYWOOD — (INS) — Pret• "I've already seen him in an
greet some comedy production, "Wow What A of the finest and most
cottage
to
Mews
ry
Love, soprano, who has sung with
ty soon there'll he another Croft.' hour's worth of film that was shot
shows to come out of Chicago.
great success in both America and by in the movies and producer recently at Virginia Military Aca- of his old friends living in Erg. Girl" have begun here at the
Making its debut here and elopnewly remodeled Casino Moderne ing
Europe and is in great demand Jerry Wald predicted he'll be a demy and I'd say he can't help
for five weeks, the new proas an artist for opera and Ora 'smashing success" just like his being a mashing success."
ballroom, 913 E, 63rd St., with duction is expected to be one of
charge from the army.
term o because of her unusual pa.
Gary won't he without compe- a new young star in the lead the really good shows to get I's
Gary, who currently in making
dramatic ability.
The lad we're talking about is a two-year khaki-clad command tition in the film either for he role of the 'Wow Girl."
start in this city. It is schechil,d
Also Dr. Howard Murphy. Col- Gary. Bing's 24-year-old eldest performance for Uncle Sam, did will he bucking such bobby.sox
CLARA WARD and her famnumber one group today. Both
According to promoter Benny to take to the road and will 00
umbia university and Manhattan son, who already has sung his so well in his early scenes for favorites as Pat Boone and Tom- Amex, president of World Wide'staged in Detroit. Cleveland, Balous "Ward Singers' seen quite
NBC-TV (the "Today" show)
School of Music, who serves as way into a zillion teen-age hearts "Mardi Gras." his first movie. my Sands. The story deals with Promotions which is staging the timore, Philadelphia, Roatosi a
often on television will be ena n d CBS-TV (In Town To*veersl
picture
roles
chief consultant for workshop act-1 vie his TV and radio appearanc- that principal production on the the escapades and exploits of four show, a large cast of talented New York, and will then move
gaged for
night) have presented Miss
ivities He is an outstanding mu-1 es, not to mention his hit records.. picture has been delayed until cadets from VMI on a visit to dancers, musiciems, comedians, on to Europe for a six month
I. 1968. The singers, boasting
Ward in special guest shots.
•
etagere, actors and actresses arej tour.
sic educator, musician, compeller "This kid has got what it takes I July 7 after he obtains his die- New Orleans.
a Me,* annual gross is the
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DEFENDER

NAACP Plans Gala Events For May 17

444

To Observe '54
School Ruling

Sat., May 10, 1958

Music and

Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE

VOICE or

LYRIC QUALITY
At a recital Sunday, April II,
given by Kathryn M. Watts, soprano, at Greater Bethesda Bap•
list church, a friendly audience
heard her sing among her se'
lections some early Italian, Ger•
man and English songs with
somewhat attractive means.
The program itaelf was suitably
chosen and afforded an opportunity for her to reveal a voice of
lyric quality with some fine 1111.1•
airianship as an aid.
It was in such contrasting styles
as Somml Del, from Modes
"Radamisto," and L'Arttero oars
costante, from Mozart's II Re Pastore, that the recital giver make*howher scope of musical progrese
d that she had in her
up the ability to cope with the
long musical phrase which is the
trademark of the period and style.

NEW YORK — The fourth anni- loge; University of Michigan, Ann
versary of the May 17, 1954, Su- Arbor; and Dillard unisersitr,
preme court decision outlawing New Orleans, La,
A number of NAACP youth
segregated public schools will be
will sponsor
observed by means of special councils
sptcial
events sponsored by NAACP state events. Forums will be presented
and local units in at least 50 lo- by councils in Manhattan, Detroit,
calities throughout the Un ited and Jersey City, N. J. A mass
States, Gloster B. Current. the meeting will be held under auspicAssociation's director of branch- es of the Boston youth council. Unspecified observances will be prees, announced here.
Current said that one of the sented by youth covncils in Paterlongest May 17 celebrations is to goo, N. J.; San Antonie, Texas;
take place in Philadelphia, where Greensboro, N. C.; and Tulsa,
a four-day observance has been. Okla,
planned by the Philadelphia NAACP branch.
Aim A program which has been announced as a "music spectacular"
will launch the Philadelphia activThe first annual banquet of
ities on May 15. Participating in
this event, to be given at Con- the Marshall county teachers aswas given at the Rosensociation
vention Hall, will be Camilla Williams of the Vienna State Opera, wald public school. This banquet
Earle Hyman of the American was given by the Jeans supervisor
Theatre Shakespeare Festival, a Mee. E. E. Rankin, jr. The proSymphony orchestra, and choirs gram was as follows: Welcome
from four colleges and 14 church- by the principal, Mr. Fred
as. Gilbert Martin, a young corn- Moore; remarks by the home deposer, will introduce a piano work monstration agent, Miss Lessye L.
which he composed for the occa- Davis; remarks by Prof. and Mrs.
S. C. Torrence of Rust college.
sion.
During the remaining three days Short talk by president, E. P.1.
of the Philadelphia observance. Rankin, jr.. of M. 1. college. Mu.
NAACP programs will present a sic by Rust and M. l.'s mixed
debate by Phladelphia lawyers. a band.
Rosenwald's campus was a
pilgrimage to Independence Hall
KATHRYN M. WATTS
with NAACP Executive Secretary scene of much gaiety Friday evRoy Wilkins as speaker, and a ening when the senior class of Rosmade a favorable impresaien
She
special youth event sponsored by enwald sponsored the Honk Dora
In both of these arias and while
Memphis.
of
'n
t
band
y
ou
NAACP
Philadelphia
the
(billion around the neck of Dr.
they were not set forth in a parlip Widenhouse, In photo at
Leroy B. Alien, president of
on his inauguration as 7th
FORMER IFISK UNIVERSITY
The revival held at Bapcouncil and local college chapBr.
symbolising
ticularly breath-taking manner;
Wright,
right, the retiring chairman of
Rluefield State College, the
Dr. Thomas
PRESIDENT
president at reception followtist Institute last week was a great
ters of the Association.
ision. Thee
Miss Watts gave adequate proof
Wright's inauguration. Photo
the Fisk university Board of
post Dr. Wright held before
ceremonies.
inaugural
ing
Elsa Jones, left, contriteSpecial programs which have success under the leadership of
ley wished
by Gunter.
that she is working in the right
trustees, places the Fisk metaking over at Fisk. Dr. PhilWaiting to shake hands is Or.
!ales Dr. Stephen J. Wright
been announced as celebrations Rev. Jones, principal.
F.'leis peak
direction and should be able to do
will be sponsored by NAACP The Methodist Conference of
he censoITY
credit to such composers as hag
in
convene
will
Mississippi
AtLipner
Oakwood and Dallas, Texas;
e criticism
program called for.
lanta, Ga.; Camden, N. J.; To- Holly Springs May 28 - June I.
in nation's
Miss Watts was assisted by Dorcooperate
to
urged
are
Citizens
and
County
Cohama
Ohio;
ledo.
admitting
othy Taylor, flutist, in the Mozart
Rucker, pastor of AsL.
Rev.
I
vaand
Miss.;
County,
Meridian
aria and again in Schubert's
vhat makes
rious localities in Arkansas, Loui- bury, Rev. W. C. Armstrong, passong cycle 'Dec Hitt Auf Dent
can show
chapel, Rev. sic
Anderson
of
tor
Mexico.
New
and
Oklahoma
siana,
Felsen" (The Shepherd on The
ro and con.
Mr. Manford Byrd, jr., and wife
Additional celebrations, f 0 r Celion, pastor of Providence and WEST BLOCTON
Rock) written for soprano and
rage 'teenBy PERCY BLACK
of Chicago are here visiting his
been an-, Rev. Bluitt, pastor of Hopewell.
have
speakers
which
clarinet.
know. It
of
The
and
sermons
other
relatives
funeral
Mrs
and
Annie
parents
wonderful
all
delivered
Jacknounced, are as follows:
Joseph Lockett was the peons.
Thomas, age 80, was held at the friends.
son. Miss., Congressman Adam Sunday.
mist and often played tlii
Is
Ohio
of
Lillie
remMrs.
a
Stephen
and
20.
Baptist
Liberty
April
Miller
church,
Floyd
Prof.
Miss.,
Laurel,
Clayton Powell,
GM thus far has given to the sic well for the soprano.
DETROIT — A $35,000 General Scholarships.
Medgar Evets, NAACP field sec- sentative of Tate county visited Her survivors are two daughters, guest of her mother, Mrs. Sally
MISS LAWHORN
T h three sons and a host of other Smith who is ill. Mrs. Stephen Motors gift to the United Negro The GM grant comes at the Fund.
retary in Mississippi; and Hem. Rosenwald Friday evenift.
WINS APPLAUSE
the relatives and friends. On program will take her mother back to Ohio College Fund was announced last beginning of the 1968 nationwide TOMORROW'S LEADERS
phis, Tenn., Mrs. Constance BA- City Improvement club under
her,
week by Louis G. Seaton, GM drive by the United Negro College "We are pleased to add our Why this Geraldine Lawhorn is
ker Motley, assistant special coun• leadership of Mr: T. L. Johnson were Mr. Sammie Avery, Mr. with
Mrs. Mary Cheathman has her vice president in charge of Per- Fund which provides financial aid support to the United Negro Col about the most charming and
Friday evening. hart, Rev. M. Poole, Mrs. Etha
sel, NAACP Legal Defense a n d met at Rosenwald
• ••
Phillips, Mrs. Ida B Campbell sister visiting from Eufaula, Ala. sonnel and chairman of its Cons. to 33 Negro Colleges in 12 states. lege Fund because we know tita stimulating mimic to appear ele
Educational Fund, Inc.
Mr. John Cellin was here to at- mittee for Education Grants and It brings to $170,000 the amount the 27,000 students enrolled in its the local scene in a long time.
Mrs. Martha B. Hill, Mrs. MaIn Maryland, all NAACP branch- ABERDSEN
mie B. Lacey and Mrs. Georgia tend the funeral of Mr. Herman
By HEAT K. CRUMP
member colleges will provide Presented Feinday, April 27, at
es in the state will meet in Baltip rn, at the Eleventh Street
Askew who was killed in an auto
Cornelius Ward and mother, Davis. .
NAACP State conference.
gave a platter Indefinite visit with Mr and Mrs. many of tomorrow's outstanding 4
Hall
Charlie
Mr.
Theater by the Community Arts
said.
Mrs. Lillian Ward of Jackson, Rev. N. Stoudemire officiated, accident.
NAAC PState conferente.
Legion home for Robert Williams of Warner Rob- Negro leaders," Seaton
the
at
party
Is
still
on
Watson
Mr.
the
LockOlive
Miss., were week end guests of Mitchell Nails, Rev. H.
Accepting the gift WU Dr. Ds. Guild, Miss LeWhorn, former Chi•
RADIO, TV PROGRAMS
the youngsters. Music by a band ins, Ga.
sick list.
'I'. Burton, Medical Director cago artist was roundly applaud.
Wilt
a
s
I
111
Sr.,
and
Numerous NAACP branches are Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crump. They ham, Ala., in charge.
all.
Moses
Beans,
by
enjoyed
was
Georgia
Mrs. Louis received word that from
of the Elite savBurton Mercy Hospital in ed by a very large and enthusitia•
the
of
sick
the
on
are
M.
Lake
expected to secure radio and tele- were accompanied home by Mrs. A platter party
Frankie
ing club was In session at Mason Hrs. Hattie Cleiningham is ill in The sun of Mr. Powell Moore's
Detroit, member of the national lie audience.
vision time in order to present Marion Ward and daughter.
list.
a
tree fell
son was killed when
Mr and Mrs Robert Stovall's Hall April 26. Mrs. Ida B. Camp- the hospital in Philadelphia.
hoard of the Fund and vice chairspecial May 17 programs, Current
Sarah Landrum, Miss Susie Handirth's mother is on him where he was employed. Mrs. Bessie Posey who has man of the Michigan 'campaign
said. The St. Paul, Minn., branch home was the beautiful setting of bell and Mrs.
to
Greenville
taken
while
was
long
body
a
for
The
quite
sick
been
it in McMillian Memorial hospital.
for the Fund. Ile termed GM's ,
has announced a television pro- a tea on April 27. The honored in charge.
Bloc
Mrs. Broughton is on the sick for burial. He leaves to mourn his Was visited by Mesdames Paralee contribution 'one of the largest
gram and the Kansas City, Mo., guests were Mrs. Annie S. A baseball game of West
chilwife
and
Annie
M.
father,
his
Libby,
Mary
passing
Jackson,
Aplist at her home on East st.
individual grants received from
branch a radio program. The Salt Berry and mother, Mrs. Julia ton and Brierfield was played
was the winner. Mr. Peter Roger who was call- dren. Wheatherly funeral home Hammond, Sadie Latham, Lelia any corporation"
Lake ri;y branch has noted that Lloyd, Mrs. Carrie Bynmum and ril 19, Brierffeld
Charlie
and
Mn.
Mr.
and
Story
charge.
in
was
of
M.
A.
the
to
ill
conference
his
mothChl•
of
bedside
of
district
ed
The
all
"We appreciate General Motor"'
it As attempting to obtain both Mrs. Earline Troupe
Mr. Herman Askew was burled Cross.
continued support for higher educago and Mr. and Mrs. Steve E. churches was in session er, is back at her home in Beatelevision and radio time.
Ala. trice.
Sunday at Grove cemetery. At- SPRINGVILLE
cation and hope other business,'
Local NAACP units in several Woods of Amory. The home was April 2125 at Greensboro,
By I. M. MOODIE
Mr. and Mrs. Oils Steil- tending the funeral were John-,
and individuals will follow GM's
cities will sponsor mass meetings beautifully decorated and the ta- Rev. J. W. Henry, presiding Elcharge.
worth motored to Beatrice, Ala., nle Gulley of Florida, Mr. Hugh' The Junior Missionary Society lead in backing the United Negro
in observance of the anniversary. ble was arranged with all kinds der in
The funeral of Hunter Watkins to visit his mother, who is ill. Lynn of Wisconsin and his broth- meets on Sunday afternoons. Miss College Fund drive," he said.
Such meetings have been announ- of delicecies.• • •
was in session at the Mount Grove
er-in-law of Pensacola. He leaves Alma Grace Miller, preeidelit; Glo- ADDS TWO COLLEGES
ced in New Orleans, and Lake
Baptist church April 19. His surhis wife, children, mother, Mrs. ria Jean Woods, secretary and "The success of last yeses drive
Charles, La.; Chattanooga, Tenn., OKOLONA
wife
chilend
a
12
MOORE
are
vivors
Bonnet, Bee Gulley, sisters, broth- Mrs. Lois Moss, treasurer.
By MATTIE
allowed us to add two additional
with Mrs. Motley as the speakis in dren. Rev. D. G. Craig officiated.
era, and stepfather, Mr. Jahlutie The Senior Missionary Society colleges to the group receiving aid
er: Kansas City, Mo.; South Bend, Miss Irene Lawrence
Poole Undertakers of BirmingGully. Rev. Harp is pastor. Cheat*. meets on the second and fourth trom the Fund."
the hospital.
Ind.; and Rochester, N. Y.
Ala., in charge.
man Bros. Funeral Home was lit Sgndays at 11 o'clock. Mrs. Ber. He explained that the money is ,
Churches in at least a dozen Circle No. 2 met in the home of
•
•
•
BATESVILLE
member colleges
charge.
thlila Pulliam, president; Airs. used to help
cities will be the scene of eels- Mr. Leder& Green.
expenses,
Deacon BESSEMER
Erma Miller, secretary; M r s. meet annual operational promising
By REV, MATT1E WATKINS TRUSSVILLE
brations on Sunday, May 18. In On the sick list are
W.
IVEY
G.
By
aid to
Estell Can
Mrs.
scholarship
Williams,
Thomas
give
Congressman
and
Fla.,
Kelly,
treasurer
Mae
Minnie
Tampa,
By L. R. MEYERS
teacher BalerMrs. Laura Smith. a member of Mr. George Bone, 69, died at
and Mrs.
Mrs. Flora J. Woodie, teacher. students, increase
James Roosevelt will deliver an non, Mr. James Hooks
GERALDINE LAWHORN
Old St. Paul Baptist church, is his home in the Rutted' Hill com- Services at Mt. Canaan Baptist
expand library and laborsand
ics
No
Club
Savings
The
Christmas
address in a church in observance Annie Drake.• • •
mete
beyond
were
church
enjoyed
Appearing in a sort of one-wom•
visiting her daughter in Detroit. munity. Survivors are his wife,
list tory facilities.
Mrs.
the
at
home
of
met
1
Williams
last
Rev.
of the occasion. Other localities
sure
Sunday.
G. W. Ivey, Sr., G. W. Ivey. jr., Mrs. Clarence Bone, two brothers,
made under the an show which included dramatie Sanders. A wonderful time was The grant was
where such church celehations STARiVILLE
pro- tizations, piano solos and some
and Delores A. Ivey visited their Richard and Bob, two children. delivered a burning message in
By FANNIE MOORE
Sav- General Motors' exr ended
Christmas
,While
all
by
had
afternoon
are scheduled are Rochester, Baythe
and
morning
in
the
higher edu- dances, assisted by the Guild Itof Birming- aunt, Mrs. Bessie B. Johnson who Mrs. Mabel Peel and J. C. Bone,
No. II meets on Thurs- gram of support for
Club
ings
members
side, Niagara Falls and Amity- Mr.. Alice Nichols
and
a
he
of
group
of Mr. is ill at her home in Tuscaloosa. two stepdaughters and 10 grandis now in its fourth self (a vocal eneembje) Miss Lawville, N. Y.; Surrey County, ham, Ala., was the guest
motored to Alton where he preach- day nights. Mrs. Ruby Hold is cation which
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Mr. and Mrs. Willie W. Wilson of A son, Donald Delayne, to Mr
April U, 1958
and Mrs. Sam Gwin of 1272 Smith.
' A son, Alfred Glenn, to Mr. and 298 Dixie Mall.
A daughter, Teressa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie L. Duncan of 2145 A daughter, Ruth Elizabeth, to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones of Mrs. Joozie Roberts of 1432 TuEldridge.
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1561 N.
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A son, Tonle Andre, to Mr. and
A daughter, Ethel Marie, to Mr.
Mts. Harry Grant of3853 Barron.
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—
Jimmie L. Wright of 1382 Roberts —
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United
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Mercy
Hospital in in colleges of their choice.
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at Bethel Presbyterian church at club said that the organization is Detroit, member of the national
Colleges in the Tri-State Area Texas; Miles, Birmingham, Ala.;
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Peet* of
board
of
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Fund
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chair1060 Miss. blvd., beginning at 8 appealing to the responsible citi-1,
which are members of the United • Rust, Holly Springs, Miss.; and
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man of the Michigan Campaign Negro
College Fund, Inc., include Stillman, Tuscaloosa, Ala
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college in Memphis; The Foundation's grant to the
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John H. Taylor of 1399 Texas.
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in Jackson, Knoxville United Negro College Fund is for
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A son, Otis, to Mr. and Mrs. 0
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being formulated, and young peo- the meetings to discuss issues corporation
current operational use by the
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U. Mason of 1663 Humber.
Philander Smith college in Lit- member schools. It is
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appreciate General Motors' tle Rock and Tougaloo
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from
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the Fund by the U. S.
the meeting are the members of cation and hope other businesses
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Steel Foundation three years ago.
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club,
happy,
according
to
one of the which has been organized, along
' A son, Joe, to Mr. and Mrs.
ward officials, to see that Ida with a distinguished visitor.
Fred Neal of 1364 Watkins (11).
Place is being repaired, and he
The junior organization's leadA daughter, Helen Jean, to Mr.
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and Mrs. 0. L. Patterson of $73
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JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — High Pride, ehatrman of the LIncola
school journalism advisors attend- University department of journaling the 10th Annual 'Headliner ! ism.
The advisors voted an expresWeek Interscholastic Pr ea
workshop at Lincoln, April 16-18, sion of thanks to Lincoln universielected officers and developed or- ty for courtesies received during
ganizational plans for the ensuing the three-and-a-half-day workshop
and condolences from the grou
Year at a business session (!ei the
were sent to the family of the late
final evening of the workshop.
Prof. Emil L. Telfel, of the UniMiss Rosalie Torrence. advisor versity of Kansas,
who served as
from the Horace Mann high school Headliner
Week workshop newspa•
Little Rock, Ark., was elected per instructor
five
for
years.
president of the Headliner JournDUES COLLECTED
alism advisors association. She reDues from each member in alplaces Miss Naomi Bell. of Vashon high school, St. Louis. who tendance were collected to defray
mailing and Incidental costs durserved as president 1957-58.
ing the year.
Other officers elected are Ed•
The association was formed dun.
ward Johnson. Sumner High
school. St. Louis, coordinator, and ing the 9th Headliner Week sea'
Mrs. Gwendolyn Ryan, Lincoln sions for the "mutual profession.
university Laboratory High school, al and intellectual stimulation"
that should exist between sponsecretary.
sors not only during the ••uorkNEXT YEAR'S PLANS
shop period but all during the
The group plans to schedule a
year."
set of workshop meetings for adThe organization was also in.
visors and to select discussion topspired by a need for a separate
ics for the 11th Ilezdliner Week
program of worksimp sessions de.
workshop April 8-11, 1959. The orexclusively for the journganization will map its program signed
alism advisors. Advisors atterding
with the assistance of Dr. A. S.
the April sessions at Lincoln were
Miss Annette L. Mallard, Hooper
City high school, Sayreton. Ala.;
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Marshall, Sripion A. Jones high school, North
Little Rock, Ark.. and Miss Rosalie Torrence, Horace Mann high
school, Little Rock, Ark.
Also Mrs. Esther C. Price, Manual high school, Kansas City, Mo.;
Jerry Sims, Burnett high school
Terrell, Texas: Edwart T. John.
ander, one of the oldest members
son, Sumner high school. St.
of the Spring Hill Missionary Bap
Louis: Mrs. Gwendolyn Ryan, Lin.
tint church was held recently. Ofcoin University Laboratory high
ficiating at the services were Rev.
school; Mrs. Flo Slimmers, Jet.
Brady Johnson, who was assisted
ferson City Senior high school;
by Rev. G. W. Jones.
Miss Sarah Brockmen, Eldon high
Mr. Alexander, who died at school, Eldon, Mo., and
Miss Terethe home a his niece, Mrs. Abbie sa Griesemer. Fatima high school,
Nelson. at 3872 Hawkins Mill rd., Wesphalia, Mo.
at the age of 93, was a faithful
member of the church for 60 years,
and served for 40 years as a
deacon.
He was a member of the Knights
of Pythian, and was active in
IF YOU
many community projects.
CAN
Aside from his niece, Mr. AlFIND A
exandec is survived by a granddaughtei , Mrs. Maurice Lemons, BETTER
BOURBON
and several nieces and nephtws.
.BUY IT!

AT HI
held re
went
-coin tit
Mo., E
of the

eneral Motors Gives U.S.Steel Gives Church Worker
$35 000 In UNCF Drive $33,000 Grant Dies A 93;
To 33 Colleges • Veteran Deacon

14th Ward Club To Meet
At Bethel Presbyterian
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Words of the Wise
Nothing Is particularly
hard if you divide It into
smalljobs. --(Henry Ford/

THE MILDER BOURBON
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WhatNext—HungerStrike
Plan Celebration For Civit Other Rights?
ofschool Ruben

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SAL!
Babe Furniture. Bt11117
Chop
Coke Box. 2541 Supreme.
OL.

Turn .

By DAN BURLEY
NEGRO HUNGER STRIKES? I
Bob Johnson of Elks, Roy WilDr, Martin Luther King proved'• But I jest can't- imagine a large' kins of the NAACP,
Lestar GrangGRAND OPENING PIANO SALES I
that passive resistance is an ef-1 group of colored folk voluntarily i er of the Urban League, Val WashPliny Grand — P111 storage bill
and little
vine on a -hunger strike for civil. ington, the GOP's
for DIS/30 and take II
fective pressure move to combat
"Mr. RepubliTwo used 15PINXTB. Sactitlee.
or any other kind of rights. For' can" of Washington
, Congressman
SeNen used Fotnet style planes.
racial segregation and Jim Crow. that would mean
rift
other used pianos
undergoing seif- William L. Dawson or Bishop
But I'm wondering shoot the next' inflicted
practice piano, was 1160. 270W
punishment where it Charles Emanuel (Daddy) Grace
OTC
step that we could borrow from hurts most —
CHICAGO, Ill. — (Special) — 1 17, 1954 in the
in the belly.
campaign for inte•
whose porcine bulk has leaned
the
career of Mahatma Gandhi
Members and friends of the Na' gration
Without plsing to deliberate or over many a banquet table in his
in the nation's Public and the
'15N UNION
Indians. East Indians, that think it out,
BR 8-7430 Nile and Dap tional
Association for the Ad.' schools.
can
you quickly name various Houses of Prayer?
is — hunger strikes
one current Negro leader so dechMost of these gents have wide
vancement of Colored People in
You have, of course, read of
A second feature of the program
cated ter obtainine national civil, reputation as "natural horn boardseven northeast Illinois countiesl
successful
hunger
strikes
by
great rights for his people
still celebrate the fourth anniver.I will be an eye witness account of numbers of
that he would' era" from way back and there is ,
people that have upset pass up a
nothine more ferocious than a
sary of the historic May 17, 1954 two historic events in the march government
fried chicken dinner.
s, liberated political
al member of
l
plate of greens and fatback or an!
the black "Brotherdecision of the United States Su. of the people of Africa and to41 prisoners and
decided great mora,
Bu
order of barbecued ribs on a sus: hood" when somebody "messes
preme Court de clarina segreast 1 West ladles to freedom. Sidney' social and economic issues.
t
tained•program of fasting, say for around with my food." Like cutteen in public schools to be un-I R. Williams will give a first-"hand up to
now, such strikes are rep- two weeks?
RECORDS FOR EVIRYONg
ting off the supply or failure of 1
constitutional at a Fight for Free- report on the conference of inde- resentative
of leadership in for8116 Peale, •I Levadonlia•
dom dinner.
Can you comceive of any five 'I the little woman to have it on I
pendent African nations t Ac- eign countries, in
Asia and the
: the
t
table when the boss parts the
Pimp* JA 54341
The dinner will be held at 730, era. Ghana and the launching of Far East where people are used of your friends among the leaders
portals of his domicile ready to
p. m., Saturday. May 17 at the I the West Indies Federatien at to drawing their belts tight and who would willingly join in a
plank. his size us under the table l
Central Presbyterian church, 2950, Fort-of-Spain, Trinidad. Ile will fasting for long periods of time hunger strike for civil rights over
a twoweek period, or.
five' and put on the feed bag.
W. Warren blvd. in Chicago. Thel tilustrate his talk with co7or films
days, tWo days or to be frank.: .No,
' come what may, I don't I
dinner is being organized by the taken on the scene of events.
go. Lake Forest). Glencoe. Evans''i
any who would pass up even one think we'll ever find our leaderNortheast Region ot the Illinois
(AN YOU USE
Proceeds from the 57,50 a plate ton, Chicago, Harvey, Chicago!
ihhip
ethic, to clw extreme where,
m eal a day when there is nobody
Conference of Branches of the dinner will be
Kankakee.
Hnpkins calling
t will advocate openly or
used to advance Heights,
the
agitate I
shots
on
the
evadeNAACP.
Park.
Robbins,
Argo': Joliet,
MORE
for a nationwide hupger strike
the NAACP's Fight for Freedom
Streator, Aurora, Maywood and bility of the viands?
Gerald D. Bullock regional di- campaign nationally
among
Negroes
to
demonstrat
e an
and in Mi. Wheaton.
1 WHAT WOULD TIIEY DO?
rector for the NAACP announced
allout, no-holds-barred, grappling
am. The Fight for Freedom cam'
I
have
often
wondered
if there with the program for civil rights.;
that the program would include!
paign has the objective of ending
would be any sincerity in a gesture But that's just 's-hat
YOUNG LOOK IN FASHIONS
an address by William II Oliver'
will have tot
racial'segregation and diserirninaGROUND FLOOR
The young look in fashions for for a hunger strike on the part of be done if we ever expect to reof Detroit, co-director of the Tr
tion in America by Jan. I. 1963, Summer
look.' some of my old time pals like ceive the full
STERICK BUILDING
1958
Practices Department
is
the
rt
blessings,
relaxed
of the ll it -I the 100th
of eoristianniversary of the St. Louis designers
Fd Autcmobile Workers of Amenvrt4fltf fOlKS Ilk, YOU
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ing, and relieve (n—without narcotics,
to
gents of any kind. The secret is
surgery.
(Rioat all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
In one hemorrhoid case after a new healing substance of a
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Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
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• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

1: NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
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MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
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kindergarten
%hod Gives
Flowe- Playlet

Sot., May 10, PM

Need For Insurance
Explained By Goodloe
"Since this provides quite s
chunk,of easy living for the avIn an interview with J. W. Good- erage family, how can they learn
low, president of the National In- more of the facts" Mr. Goodies
surance Association, regarding the was asked. This is the job of our
celebration of the NM's 24th an- salesmen, for the salesman is the
nual National Insurance Week dur- one who is in direct contact with
ing May 12 through 17, Mr. Good- the people.
loe, in explaining the purpose of "lie is the one who makes his
the celebration, stated: "It is to particular company "come alive as
spotlight the importance of the a thinking, feeling, considerate unit
services rendered to over five mil- of human beings come together
lion policyholders by our 7000 in- for the purpose of supplying servsurance salesmen throughout the ices and money to people for cercountry, and to assist them in tain specific needs common to all
bringing to the public a better in times of stress or other emerunderstanding of the value of life gencies," Mr. Goodloe said.
Insurance. How, through it, people SELLING BIG JOB
in the school's cafetorium. The
the Sixth grade classes, apAPPEAR IN MUSICAL — The
can afford to make bigger plans "You know," continued Mr.
program was sponsored by the
peared in a musical recently
Glee Club of Ford Road school
for their future and actually get Goodloe, "salesmanship is the
composed of 52 members of
more of the good things out of greatest business in this country,
still
living."
life while they are
because nothing happen, in our
When asked if he could point economy until some salesman sells
out why people generally spent something.
more for cars, television sets, va- "Our economy is a dynamic
cuum cleaners and washing ma- thing because selling and adverchines than for life insurance, Mr. tising are constantly on the job
Goodloe's reply was: "Many peo- creating a desire for the good
By Winfred 0. Bryson, C. L. U. gages from a Negro purchaser at
ple are still under the impression things of life. Salesmanship is esHEAD OF DEPARTMENT OF any rate.
that life insurance is only for bur- sential, even if occasionally it is
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS,
The Federally registered comial expenses, when actually burial not up to par, and the salesman
MORGAN STATE COLLEGE panies in Canada had $1,811,73e in
costa are only a part of an ade- is indispensable in creating demortgage loans on December 31,
NEW YORK — Looks like the
quate insurance program.
With the 24th annual observance 1955. This sum exceeds the crInmands for newer and better things
85-day murder trial, longest in the
apInsurance
Week
National
of
A SAVINGS PROGRAM
for our use."
bined assets of Negro legal reproaching, Negro-owned life in- serve life insurance companies in city's history, will never end al"Full coverage includes in ad- GREAT SPENDERS
though four were found guilty of
surance companies will be mak- America.
dition, a splendid savings program
"The American public," Mr. ing every effort possible to see
offering t h e quickest known
If the members of the Negro murdering Michael Farmer, Louis
Goodloe went on to say, "spent 368 that adequate protection is promethod of acquiring and building
market had spent a large portion Alverez, Charles "Big Man" Horbillion dollars in 1957 for goods vided for the 15 million or more
an estate, mortgage redemption,
of their income with Negro insur- ton, Leroy "Magician" Birch, and
and services. That is the greatest Individuals who comprise the Newhich provides a means of paying
ance companies as Canadians Leoncio "Jello" DeLeon were
the balance due in full on the home economic achievement in the his- gro market.
spent with their companies, more found guilty while John McCarthy,
tory
of
the
world,
and
the
salesNeinsurance
on
the
of
part
A
than twice as many Negroes Richard Hills and George Melenif and when the breadwinner of
man,
together
with
the
advertisinsurance
by
carried
lives
is
gro
would have found funds available
the family should die; education
ing man, were the dynamic forces companies with Negro manage- in their insurance companies to dez were acquitted.
for all the children of the family
On Saturday night in a style,
ment. The other insurance on Ne- finance mortgages on homes in
and several types of retirement behind this achievement.
"So the function of the sales- gro lives is carried by insurance more desirable sections of Ameri- reminiscent of the legendary Chiincome.
man in our economy is to create companies with white manage- can cities,
cago gangland days, Michael "Pee
legitimate desires which translat- ment.
Additional financial strength as Wee" Ramos was shotgunned to
ed become actual wants of the Since many of the latter com- well as a number of jobs would death while sitting in a Bronx
people for a better and more panies do not publish records of represent benefits in addition to luncheonette. "Pee Wee" was a
abundant life.
the amount of insurance in force the protection which the premiums witness for the prosecution at the
"It becomes our NIA salesman's on specific racial groups, it is im- would give one automatically trial,
job to translate the services pro- possible to determine how much against the undesirable consequences of an early death, pro- chase a greater command over
vided by our insurance companies is in force on Negro lives.
longed periods of illness, or the economic goods and services while
NEGRO MARKET
into answers which satisfy the
As America mcves slowly In the loss of income because of retire- he is purchasing protection against
Newspapers have a reference wants of people everywhere. This
of integration, in a n y ment. Thus, the Negro could pur- the loss of income.
room called "the morgue" where job he performs superbly in the direction
individuals wonder how
they keep clippings and obituaries home. He makes a man (or wom- thoughtful
power the Negro
of people famous or infamous. an) want things for today, tomor- much economic
if its funds
When a prominent man dies, they row and next year, and at the market would have
institutions
haul out his obituary and print it. same time, shows him how he can were concentrated in
The Negro population
Somebody did that with Mark enjoy the same standard of good he managed.
is a little
Twain once before he died and he living ten, twenty — even thirty of the United States
larger than the population of CanSummer session will being at Le- not be accepted until the Fall seamade a classic reply, lie said: years hence."
power
purchasing
ada and the
Moyne college on Jun 7, accord- sion.
"Reports of my death are exagthe
members
of
the
by
possessed
ing to Dr. W. W. Gibson, acting
gerated."
College graduates, according to
Negro market is almost as great dean of the school.
Ever since 1955, when the Salk
Dr. Gibson, who would like to take
power of Canapurchasing
the
as
Registration will begin on June work toward adding an endorseVaccine was officially approved
da.
and licensed for use by the II S.
6, between 9 a. m. and 4 p. m.,
between both the and classes will begin the next ment are urged to talk with him
similarity
The
Government, people have been
about such a possibility.
size and purchasing power of the morning at 8 a. m.
writing obituaries of paralytic poCourses will be offered on the
American Negro market and the
lio. Polio, they say, is finished.
Late registration will be per- basis of the faculty which can be
Canadian market leads one to corn- mitted from 8 a. m. on June 7,
But like Mark Twain, such
secured, and the demand for
piano authorities as the National The Annual Fashion Show was pare the insurance in force and until 2 R. m. on June 11, but a courses as indicated by intending
with
companies
Canadian
assets
ts
of
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis presented recently by the Lutherlate registration fee of $.3 will students. The actual schedule will
answer: "Reports of polio's end an Cooperative school PTA, and companies managed by Negro be charged.
be made up this month, so students
an effort to see how
Americans
in
are exaggerated."
Any LeMoyne student in good
the theme was "Fashions on Pato study at Le'
much more Negro companies standing may be accepted for sum- who would like
True, 65 million Americans have rade."
are urged to write
might contribute to the comfort mer study, along with students Moyne college
had one or more shots of Salk
Fashions in the parade included
in and list the courses they would
vaccine. But only 35 million have clothes suitable for sports, losing. and security of members of the who have succensfully completed a like to study.
had the three shots prescribed for ing, formals, rainy weathei, and Negro market if they provile as year of college work somewhere
The registrar of the school will
much protection as Canadian corn- after transcripts have been receivfull protection, and 46 million have for street wear,
confer with any student regarding
panics provide in their market. ed by the registrar.
had no shots at all.
Between the scenes, selections
cousres. Those interested
needed
REASONABLE R ATES
True, the number of polio cases were given by the Strollers, the
Students who have not been may make appointments by call'
Americans have frequentN
dropped way down last year. But Leonard Sisters, and interpretswill
college
previously
in
enrolled
Mg WHitehall 8-6626.
found it extremely difficult to
1957 may have been a year of live dances presented by pupils lv
a
n
•
•
light polio attack. With three out from the school. All
secure mortgage money to purgrades were
neighborhoods
of seven susceptible people still represented.
e hase homes in
have not lived pre-`
unvaccinated, there is no guaranGuest models included Miss where Negroes
tee that polio epidemics may not Freddie.
viouslv. In many instances, insurwith Negro manbreak out again next summer,
Evelyn Bland of Melrose H i g hi ance companies
The age croups that need vac- school.
agement have provided the funds
The Bluff City Council of Civic
rates when other
cination m
most are pre-school chitclubs will hold its reviler meeting
Mrs. Thomas Owens, instructor at reasonable
mortthe
accept
refused to
dren, teep-agers and parents of of sixth seventh
on May 18.
and eighth lenders
young children. But there is plen- grades, was the
Christian Home Week is presentThe council's regular meetiag
accompanist for
ty of vaccine available now for the
Beulah
date is the second Sunday each
ly being observed at the
program, and Mrs. Bettie, tee,
everybody, regardless of age. It's White was narrator and general
pressDouglass
at,
and
Baptist church at
month, but the change is
Mrs. Georgetta Barnett is
the cheapest insurance on t h e
chairman. Mrs. J. T. Skinner was: dent of the PTA, and Rev. J. T. Grand ave., and will continue until being made on account of Mother's
market,
Day.
chairman of the program commit- Skinner principal of the 3Choo • May 11.
Alexander P. Gladney is presThe services devoted to life in
a Christian home opened on May ident, and Eliehue Stanback re4, and on last Wednesday evening porter for the club.

The residents of the
Homes community were thril
once again this year when
children of the Dixie Homes
dergarten presented the lovely
tie operetta, "A Day in flow
dons," at the school.
Directing the operetta,
was staged in a land of fl
with all of the participating eh
dren representing different flo
erg, were Mrs. Ethel Lenoir an
Mrs Hazel Hale.
The climax of the operetta
curs when "Papa" and "Ma
Jacque Rose" give the o
blooms in "flowerdom" pet missio
the coronation.
The operetta was beautiful, an
all of the characters enjoyed play
ing their roles.
Playing the role of "Papa la
quo Rose" was Darryl Price
while Denise Gaston was cast a
"Mama Jacque Rose." Marsha
Lynne Aughtry was selected a
the queen.
Other characters in "flowerdom"
were Mary Dean Bell as "Moss
Rose:" Percy Lee Brown as "ti
flower;" Alberta Lock a rd
"Lily;" Marilyn Burton as "Ii
Belli" Kennedy Earl Burros
as "Cricket:" Brenda Catron as
"Pink Rose," Shirley Ann Ingram
as "White Rose;" and Terry
Royce Johnson as "Pansy."

By DELORES MARVIN

Insurance Protection
Sought On Negro Market

PTA of Ford road. Mrs. E.
Cole and Mrs. Anita Suggs di-

reeled the group. The young'
stern presented a three-part
program.

Honor
Harlem
Lawyers
, •
s 4 Pioneer Attorneys

Polio Not'Dead'
Salk Vaccine
Best Insurance

Summer School To Start
At LeMoyne On June 7

Atty. Marion 0, Jones, Thomas
B. Dyett, Edward W. Jacko and
H. Eustis Williams eldest practicing lawyers in the city, were
bettered at the Harlem Lawyers
dinner at Belmont-Plaza Hotel
Friday night.
•• *
Patrolman Leonard T. Davis, 21,
was kicked off the city's police
force when he was caught peeping
at a shapely lass disrobing in an
Astoria, L. I. home.
Metropolitan Opera House is
completely sold out for the
Moiseyev dance company engagement which ends May 2. The
Hurok attractions will bring the
Russian troupe back to New
York lor performances in the
Garden June 20. 21 and 22. The
troupe of 100 will perform in
Montreal, Toronto, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, St. Louis, Cleveland, Boston
and Washington before returning

to the City.
New York Board of Rabbis will
honor former Senator Herbert H.
Lehman with a testimonal dinner
on his 80th birthday
at Hotel
Roosevelt Thursday.
National Scholarship Service and
Fund for Negro seiclants conducted its tenth anniversary dinner
Tuesday at Columbia University
club on W. 43rd at, Richard L.
Plaut, president of the Scholarship
Service, said the body aided 5,000
Negro H. S. students to enroll in
over 300 interracial colleges.
•••
Lovely Ethel Ennis won the
job as Benny Goodman's vocalist. She will accompany the King
of Swing on his European tour
which opens in Stockholm May
5 and will climax at the Brussels
World's Fair during the week of
May 25.

Free Gifts For
Baseball Fans

Sc

A
at. nig

rested

'rafted
A
mother
Perry,
who u:
"Frank
contacts
Mrs.

Corsages will be given to the
first GO ladies and to a number
of children who are the first to
show up for the first game of the
season to be played at Martin
Stadium on Sunday afternoon, May
25.
Donating the flowers and the
toys to be given away before the
Kansas City Monarchs ahd the
Memphis Red Sox get started on
the diamond will be Mrs Vito
Brazellezz, the owner and operator of a flower and gift shop at
1133 S. Farkway East.

Words of the Wise
Temperance Is moderation
in the things that are good
and total abstlftence from
the things that are foul.
—(Frances E. Willard)

Lutheran Co-Op
PTA Gives
Fashion Show

Christian Home
Week At Beulah
Baptist Ch II rch

• ,

STOP

LOOK

Miss Winnie Lou Hill spoke on
the subject, "Courtship and marriage."
J. W. Westbrooks is scheduled
to speak on Thursday evening on
the topic, "The Christian Home in
the Modern Crisis."
The topic for Friday night will
be "Are Parents Responsible for
Juvenile Delinquency?" and it will
be discussed by the members of
the Orange Mound Junior Civic
club.

Meet Postponed
For Mother's Day

CI,ARA BOW LOOK
St. Louis designers present the
chemise
in a dozen different versions. Favorite for summer is along
slender dress with very full and
very deep flounce at the hem,
set off with a band and bow to
accentuate its animation and figure flattery. In a nod to the
"Clara Bow" look of the '20s
these young cottons for summer
have their own long strand of
beads.

Allow One Of Our Trained Representatives
Come Into Your Home
Mod, HF-100BN
NEW

NEW

WESTINGHOUSE T-V TESTINGHOUSE
COMPLETE SELECTION
CHOOSE FROM

NO MONEY DO WN

TO
TRADEWITH

1st Payment June 25th
As Low As $2.50 Week

WITH A BRILLIANT NEW
SOUND SYSTEM

WE TRADE FOR ANYTHING
OF VALUE
Cash

Easy Terms - Lay-A-Way

YOU CAN BE SURE IF IT'S WESTINGHOUSE
We Pick Up Deal's, Others Knock Down

FREEMAN FURATURE
AND APPLIANCE CO.
1940 S. LAUDERDALE

National
Insurance Week
May 12th to 17th
And Discuss One Or More Of The 12
Services We Provide For You
And Your Family.

SUPREME LIBERTY
LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
656 Vance Ave.

WH 8-2666

E. B. PAYNE

Phone JA 6-4845
District Mgr.
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May 12 -17, 1958
Sponsored by the National Insurance Association

"$58 Million In '58"
Ask Your Agent About North Carolina Mutual's

FAMILY POLICY
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The whole family covered under one policy
Also Plans For:
Hospitalization, Mortgage
Redemption, Education,
Retirement, Health and Accident

Flow
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CCreTTIC

"No Home Complete Without
North Carolina Mutual Policies"

Junior
On ii

- AGENTS —
Earl Brown

N. R. Webster,
Jackson, Tenn,

Charlie F. Morris

Harry A. Thompson
James Bradley
Robert G. Hunter
Melvin Robinson

Cuba S. Johnson
L. D. Wortham
Miss Jessie jimerson
C. W. Cox
Manso Allen

Roscoe Partee
J. C. Mason
Ulysses Shelton

George A. Seay

,-sr•
John Bolden
10"
Mrs. Mabel Purnell
Howard L. Horton
Mrs. Jeffrie Kinnel
Charles E. Smiley
A. L. Thompson
Z. L. Bonner
Odell Dotson

A. P. DUM AS, DISTRICT MANAGER
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Phone JAckson 6-3663

571 Vance Ave.

Memphis, Tenn..
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